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The photos in this report
The photos in this report show selected associations and organisations that
have been elected as the causes of the year over the past 10 years and have
received support from PFA Brug Livet Fonden. Read more about the foundation
on page 28-30. Front page: Julemærkefonden – Selected as one of PFA Brug
Livet Fonden’s causes in 2016
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About this report
This report brings together the PFA Group’s corporate responsibility efforts and results for 2019. The
first part of the report – the annual report – is structured according to the three main themes for our
corporate responsibility efforts: Responsible investments, a healthier working life and a good senior
life. We have linked five of the UN’s 17 Global Goals for sustainable development to our business strategy and corporate responsibility efforts. Each chapter is concluded by visualising the Global Goal(s)
which the efforts contribute to.

Subsequently, other initiatives which relate to our charitable foundation, PFA Brug Livet Fonden, to our
customers and our employees are described. The first part of the report is rounded off with an overview of the status of our efforts and goals for 2019, as well as new initiatives for 2020. The second
part of the report describes the framework for our corporate responsibility efforts, as well as data and
key figures for the focus areas.
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Corporate responsibility focusing on the
good life – today and tomorrow

The choices we make today will shape the life we live

period up to 2030. At PFA, we believe that good invest-

tomorrow. Therefore, at PFA, we want to take responsi-

ment returns and corporate responsibility can go hand in

bility and act so that we help support development that

hand, and we have already invested DKK 7.7 billion in the

can create the framework for a good life in the future.

green transition, e.g. in wind farms and solar cells. We

For example, we do this by making customers’ savings

are convinced that the potential for green investments

grow through responsible investments which take the

will only grow in the future.

climate, the environment and society into account. We
also do it by helping our customers and employees make

We have also committed ourselves to the Paris Agree-

decisions about their finances, health and life as senior

ment’s goal of reducing CO2 emissions. For example, this

citizens. Finally, through our charitable foundation PFA

means that we continuously screen the climate footprint

Brug Livet Fonden, we support a number of good causes,

of our equity holdings in order to ensure that our invest-

both locally and nationally.

ments meet these climate ambitions. The most recent
screening of 2019 showed that CO2 emissions from our
equity holdings are almost 16 per cent below the equi-

Increased focus on climate responsibility and green

ty portfolio’s global benchmark index. This is very much

investments

due to our active use of screening to identify and possi-

If we consider some of the challenges that have char-

bly divest companies that do not meet our climate goals.

acterised 2019, there is no getting around the climate

This also took place in 2019. Here, we ended up having

issue, which has featured prominently at PFA, among our

to divest eight companies and place seven others under

customers and in the news flow.

enhanced supervision in terms of whether they are
developing in a more sustainable direction.

According to climate experts, we are not only the first

6

generation to be affected by climate change, we are

PFA strengthen partnerships for a healthier wor-

also the last generation that really has the ability to do

king life

something about it. This has led to political action both

In addition to investing customers’ money responsibly

domestically and in Europe. In Denmark, in late 2019,

and creating the financial framework for a good life for

a broad range of the Danish parliament’s political par-

them in the future, we also help with insurance cover

ties struck an agreement to reduce CO2 emissions by

that provides them with financial security here and now.

70 per cent by 2030, while the EU launched its Green

We did this in 2019 too, paying out DKK 3.3 billion to

Deal, which will make the EU climate-neutral by 2050.

relatives and customers who were affected by critical

But political initiatives cannot stand alone. The business

illness, saw their occupational capacity reduced or need-

community must also help, and this is a responsibili-

ed treatment. This is an area that has been challenged

ty we take seriously at PFA. Therefore, in the autumn

in recent years, as more and more people are afflicted

of 2019, with industry colleagues, we stated our readi-

by stress and mental disorders, and as it has also been

ness to support the government’s climate initiative and

harder than expected to get sick employees back to

to invest DKK 350 billion in the green transition in the

work.
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In 2019 we focused on these challenges in particular,

developed in close dialogue with our customers, and we

and we worked closely with our corporate and organi-

also brought them into play through our participation in

sational customers to identify and improve the aspects

the Danish government’s senior think tank. Therefore,

which are important for a healthy working life. Similarly,

we have no doubt that such initiatives are necessary if

we continued to develop our partnerships in healthcare

we are to secure the workforce of the future and give

with, for example, educational institutions, research-

talented people the opportunity to have more meaning-

ers and HR representatives from our corporate and

ful and ambitious late-life careers. Age is not an expiry

organisational customers. If this development is to be

date, and there is no reason why, from one day to the

reversed, it is important that we can come together

other, we have to say goodbye to a long working life.

across industries and institutions and, together, translate experiences and knowledge into new solutions that

Corporate responsibility moves even closer to the

will benefit the individual, the workplace and society at

business

large.

Corporate responsibility has been a prominent topic in
2019. It will continue to be so in the years ahead, as

Senior citizens are becoming an increasingly impor-

it is our clear expectation that the future will reward

tant part of the workforce of the future

companies which help to take corporate responsibility,

Although we are experiencing challenges with stress and

understanding how to create value for their custom-

well-being at work, this does not change the fact that,

ers and also how to contribute positively to the society

on average, we are living longer and remaining healthy

of which they are a part. Hence the name of our new

and able-bodied, even at a late age. This is a trend that,

strategy for the coming years, Commercial Responsibil-

in recent years, we have placed great focus on. Because

ity 2023, which is intended to help create a sustainable

as the number of elderly people rises, fewer young peo-

present that allows a good life in the future. The rea-

ple are entering the workforce, and that means that in

soning is that if the future is to be worth saving for, we

a few years, we risk bottlenecks in certain sectors. For-

must ensure that it is a future worth living in.

tunately, this is a development that we can find ways to
counteract. Because when we ask our customers and

When we develop a new strategy for our corporate

people in Denmark in general, it turns out that a lot of

responsibility work in 2020, this will be the point of

us would like to keep working after retirement if we

departure. We have a really good foundation, but we can

manage to create more flexible frameworks and strong-

always do better. The story of working with corporate

er incentives.

responsibility is not one with an ending.

At PFA, we have been working to find solutions that
could support this need. For example, we have launched

Allan Polack

new part-time pension products and tools for planning

Group CEO

late-life careers, where the focus is on the potential for
development rather than phase-out. The solutions were
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PFA – 2019 figures and overview

Individual customers

approximately 1.3 million
8.8

DKK 560 billion

16

Customer satisfaction

In customer funds

Net promotor score

measured by approximately

2018: DKK 493 billion

measures customer loyalty

222,000 calls to PFA’s Advisory

on a scale from -100 to 100

Services Centre on a scale from 1

2018: 12

to 10
2018: 8.8

5.9

DKK 12.8 billion

166

Employee satisfaction
among PFA’s 1,323 employees

Total taxes and
fees paid by PFA

(average number of full-time

Customer
Representative cases

2018: DKK 6.7 billion

handled by PFA’s Customer

employees) measured on a scale
from 1 to 7

Representative
2018: 198

2018: 5.9

7.9

8

DKK 39.4 billion

Customer satisfaction

Total payments

with My PFA on a scale from 1 to 10.

for insurance and savings

In 2019, 327,244 unique visitors paid My PFA a visit

2018: DKK 37.4 billion
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A three-streamed responsibility

Responsible investments

A healthier working life

A good senior life

113 tons

DKK 3.3 billion

DKK 21 billion

CO2 emission per million dollars

Insurance payouts

Pension payouts

invested in companies included in

2018: DKK 2.9 billion

2018: DKK 21.3 billion

634 GWH

1,223

7,000

Sustainable energy produced through

Customers who returned to work with

Participants in PFA’s senior seminars

our investments in assets such as

our help.

and senior days

wind turbines and solar cells at the

The number includes closed cases

latest statement (2018)

with PFA EarlyCare and PFA Active

PFA’s equity portfolio.
This is approximately 16 per cent
below the global equity index
2018: 124

Claims Handling
2018: 1,294

8

8.8

4.3
Customer satisfaction on a scale from

Sustainability-certified properties

Customer satisfaction on a scale from

in our Danish portfolio. Moreover,

1 to 10 measured by 5,900 calls out of

1 to 5 measured among the

constructions in progress.

219,291 to PFA Health Centre

participants in PFA’s Senior Days
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Responsible investments
In 2019, we strengthened our efforts to integrate social and climate-related considerations into the investment process. For example, we conducted screenings of our shares’ carbon footprint, we energy-optimised
properties and we invested in green bonds. At the same time, as an active owner, we voted at 98 AGMs and
were in dialogue with 60 companies which we aim to influence in a more sustainable direction. In addition,
we have actively participated in public debate, both in the media and at various events.

As a responsible investor, PFA’s goal is to create the
highest possible returns for our customers while contributing to sustainable development in society. Therefore,
we include considerations about the climate, human
rights, corporate governance and taxation when we
invest. Similarly, we support a number of internation-

Responsibility on the agenda

al agreements and conventions, including the Paris

In 2019, we focused on responsible investments at

Agreement, the UN’s 17 Global Goals for sustaina-

a number of events for employees, the Customer

ble development and the UN principles for responsible

Board, journalists and other stakeholders. Exam-

investments and good corporate governance. This work

ples of this are at Denmark’s Democratic Festival

is based on our policy of responsible investments and

in Bornholm (Folkemødet), as well as at PFA’s own

active ownership, and is managed by our Responsible

headquarters, where we entered the debate with

Investment Board, which must ensure that we comply

e.g. NGOs, politicians, opinion leaders and busi-

with policy and translate opinion into action.

ness people:
• Journalist seminar on investment and

Active ownership in 2019

responsibility

The cornerstone of our work is the desire to be an active

• Employee event on responsible investments

owner who takes responsibility for the development of

• Debate at the Democratic Festival (Folkemø-

the companies we invest in or cooperate with. For PFA,

det) about responsibility, opportunities and

rejecting cooperation (including divestment and exclu-

dilemmas.

sion) is therefore only an option we consider when other
options have been exhausted. We believe that we can
make a bigger difference by engaging with the companies we invest in than by withdrawing and leaving that

Responsibility under scrutiny

place at the negotiating table to others, who may not be

We constantly monitor the companies we invest in.

driven by the same societal considerations.

This is done based on the information we collect about
the companies’ financial, non-financial, organisation-

PFA’s active ownership consists of

al, social, environmental and managerial practices and

three main streams:

objectives. The aim is to assess the need for ownership

1) Surveillance, monitoring and screening

dialogue and to evaluate whether a company’s actions

2) Voting at AGMs

are breaching PFA’s policy on responsible investments

3) Ownership and partnership dialogue.

and active ownership. Our monitoring and screenings are
generally divided into listed companies, unlisted invest-

We have described the methods and activities related

ments and government bonds.

to each of the three streams. However, climate-related
efforts – including climate screenings and investment in
sustainable energy, properties and green bonds – will be

Listed companies

described in more detail in a separate section at the end

We screen all of our listed investments in order to iden-

of the chapter.

tify potentially problematic issues among the companies
in our investment portfolio. The screening is done in
cooperation with Sustainalytics, based on its Global

10
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Standards Screening, the OECD’s BEPS and General Anti-

policy with a section on responsible tax behaviour. This

Tax Avoidance Rules, and Sustainalytics’ Controversial

is to ensure that PFA always conducts a thorough exam-

Weapons Radar.

ination of the tax situation before we get involved in an
unlisted investment, including examining whether the

In 2019, the monitoring of companies’ tax matters

corporate structure is legal and responsible regarding tax

did not give rise to exclusion. However, based on new

matters. If the corporate structure does not meet our

data from Sustainalytics, we identified 14 companies

requirements for responsible tax practices, we will try to

that were exposed to the production of controver-

influence the structure. If we do not succeed in achieving

sial weapons which had not already been excluded. The

a structure that meets our principles for responsibili-

companies were all removed from the PFA investment

ty, we will refrain from entering into the investment.

universe, and they are all listed in the exclusion list at

Furthermore, in our contractual basis and using the sub-

pfa.dk under Corporate Responsibility.

sequent possibility of random checks, we will make sure
that external asset managers will always comply with our
requirements for responsible tax practice
In 2019, we also joined GRESB, which provides data for
companies that are not listed. This allows us to examine the social and environmental impact of our unlisted
investments. This will therefore become a focus area

Investor collaboration on common principles

in 2020, when we will generally intensify our monitor-

for taxation

ing and, among other things, introduce checks to ensure

In recent years we have seen several examples

that companies meet our requirements throughout the

of unfortunate tax cases, both domestically and

investment period.

internationally. We strongly condemn any form
of aggressive tax planning, and we want to help
influence tax behaviour in a responsible direction.

Special focus on human rights

Therefore, in 2019, in cooperation with ATP, Pen-

In 2019 we had a special focus on implementing the

sionDanmark and Industriens Pension, we drafted

UN standards on human rights and business in connec-

a set of common principles on how asset manag-

tion with unlisted investments. The work is done on the

ers should behave in the tax area. The principles for

basis of the heatmap of listed investments which we

taxation apply to unlisted investments such as real

developed in 2018. Here, companies’ risk of violating

estate, infrastructure and equity funds. They can be

our responsibility policy is evaluated based on three key

seen as a supplement to our own taxation policy,

factors: Environment, corporate governance, and social

and among other things, they concretise what we

issues, including human rights. The overall risk assess-

associate with aggressive tax planning.

ment is provided in a so-called ESG score. The poorer the
ESG score, the greater the risk that the company is vio-

In our experience, we can achieve a greater impact

lating our responsibility policy or will do so in future. All

when we act together as an industry. We there-

data is available at the company level and is collected at

fore want to spread the initiative, which is why we

the industry level.

have been in dialogue with a large part of the Danish pension industry. At the end of 2019, a number
of pension companies pledged to accede to the tax

What does ESG stand for?

code.

ESG stands for environmental, social and governance. These three key factors are used to evaluate an
investment’s sustainability, including its social and envi-

Unlisted investments and properties

ronmental impact.

Our unlisted investments are assessed based on our policy of responsible investments and active ownership.
In 2018, PFA’s board of directors decided to update the
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ESG analysis calls for extra care in India

Foreign votes				62

When we make alternative investments, awareness

Danish votes				36

of ESG risk within a given industry is an important starting point. For example, we use this to
assess the need for additional controls and risk

Ownership dialogues

analyses, among other things. In 2019, this was

We start an ownership dialogue if our monitoring and

done in connection with a property investment in

screening shows a risk that a company is violating our

India, among others. Here, we chose to use exter-

policy of responsible investments and active ownership.

nal consultants to conduct an ESG analysis on our

We see ownership dialogue as the most important step

behalf after our heatmap had shown an increased

when we want to influence a company into changing its

risk of violations of responsibility in emerging mar-

practice. Our Responsible Investment Board assesses the

kets. The analysis was used to establish an ESG

frequency and severity of the violation, and the dialogue

action plan before we could make the investments.

is carried out either directly by PFA, in collaboration with

In 2019, in addition to the property investments

other investors, or through our external adviser. In this

in India, our heatmap and ESG work also enabled

case, the company’s management is informed of the

us to avoid an alternative investment at an early

violation and is encouraged to act differently. We may

stage, as there was too high a risk of violating

also prioritise making our views heard by participating in

human and labour rights.

shareholders’ meetings or AGMs (see above).
On behalf of PFA, Sustainalytics screens our investments and evaluates the progress of the engagement

Countries and government bonds

dialogue with the companies. PFA receives the results

We screen and analyse government bonds ourselves,

of the screening and decides whether the progress of

based on our policies and guidelines for responsible

the dialogue is sufficient. In addition, PFA has entered

investments in government bonds. In 2019, there have

into engagement dialogues with a number of compa-

been no major changes in the ratings of the countries

nies and has ongoing dialogues with external managers

where we have investments. We do not engage in dia-

about PFA’s policy on responsible investments and active

logue with the countries in which we own government

ownership.

bonds ourselves, as we consider this a foreign policy matter. At the end of 2019, we held government

In 2019, 29 new cases in PFA’s portfolio were evaluated

bond investments in 82 countries. At pfa.dk, the list of

for potential breaches of the policy through Sustainal-

countries in which we invest, as well as those that are

ytics. Of these, dialogues were initiated with 25 of the

excluded, is available.

companies. Overall, dialogue has taken place with 55
companies which have either violated PFA’s policy or

Voting

where there have been indications of their violating the

As an active owner, we exercise our voting rights at

policy.

listed companies’ general meetings. We do this with a
prioritised approach in which we vote on the largest

In 2019, Sustainalytics closed 12 cases with positive

positions in our portfolio and in companies with specific

results. However, there may be cases where Sustainal-

ESG risks. During 2019, we voted at the general meet-

ytics is still in dialogue with the same company about a

ings of 62 foreign and 36 Danish companies based on

case.

our guidelines for voting. The votes concerned the topics
of corporate governance, human rights, labour, the environment and the climate. See the list of companies in
which we voted on page 59.

12
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Engagement dialogue via Sustainalytics

community, we have also held the primary dialogue

– by topic

with three companies, Enbridge, Danone and Johnson &
Johnson, focusing on human rights, climate impact and
product safety. In mid-2020, an annual report will be
published for all the activities in NEC describing the completed dialogues.

24

27

Partnership dialogue – continued focus on Macquarie
Just as we are in dialogue with the companies in which
we invest, we are also in dialogue with the partners with
whom we invest. Among others, this includes Australian investment bank Macquarie, which, along with PFA,
ATP and PKA, is part of the consortium which acquired

11

3

TDC in 2018. Although the dialogue with Macquarie has
taken place under the auspices of the consortium, it has
not concerned TDC specifically, but rather Macquarie’s

-

Environment

role as a responsible investor in general, including the

Human right

bank’s role in the dividend tax case, its investment code

Labour rights

and its changed handling of tax payments. As long as

Anti-corruption and corporate practice

there is uncertainty about these issues, PFA, ATP and
PKA have decided not to enter into new collaborations
with Macquarie.

PFA has been in dialogue with Danske Bank, Macquarie,
Nykredit, Goldman Sachs, Rio Tinto, Maersk and Johnson & Johnson concerning potential violations of PFA’s

The climate and investments

responsibility policy. In addition, we have been in dialogue with Novo Nordisk, FLSmidth and Siemens on

Climate-related considerations, risks and investment

topics related to reporting and management struc-

opportunities are being continuously improved and more

tures. And finally, through our membership of the Nordic

fully described, and in step with this development, they

Engagement Cooperation (NEC), we have been the pri-

have become an increasingly important and integral part

mary investor in the dialogue with Enbridge, Danone and

of our investment process. We therefore focus on iden-

Johnson & Johnson. Overall, PFA has been in dialogue

tifying risks, engaging in dialogue with companies and

with 12 companies.

investing in the opportunities that arise in the transition
to a global energy system with more sustainable ener-

We want to be open about the work we do as an active

gy sources. As a framework for our reporting and efforts

owner, which is why we developed a new digital log in

to address climate risks, we use the so-called TCFD rec-

2019 which, in addition to providing an overview of our

ommendations (Task Force on Climate-related Financial

ownership dialogues, also shows their progress. The log

Disclosures), drawn up by the G20 countries’ body for

will be implemented at pfa.dk in 2020.

financial stability, FSB.

Cooperation with other shareholders
To achieve the greatest possible effect using our active

Screening of the equity portfolio – PFA’s shares are

ownership, we collaborate with other shareholders in

greener than average

a co-ordinated effort. This happens through the Nor-

Over the course of 2019, we conducted two analyses of

dic Engagement Cooperation, which, in addition to PFA,

CO2 emissions from our equity portfolio compared to the

includes Ilmarinen from Finland, KLP from Norway, and

global reference index, which is the index typically used

Folksam in Sweden. Here, we have jointly completed a

in financial analysis.

dialogue with four companies in the textile sector on
dangerous working conditions, water shortages, pol-

In 2019, CO2 emissions from our equity investments

lution risk and child labour. As part of the investor

equalled 113 tons of CO2 per million dollars invested.
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Carbon emissions from equity investments
CO2 emissions

Total CO2

CO2 intensity

PFA’s shares

113 tons CO2/USD million

1,935,000 tons CO2

203 tons CO2/USD million
in revenue

World index

135 tons CO2/USD million

2,302,000 tons CO2

225 tons CO2/USD million
in revenue

Source: PFA applies data and an analysis tool from MSCI ESG to estimate the CO2 emission derived from the equity portfolio. Data is rounded off to the nearest
thousand for ‘Total CO2’.

This is almost 16 per cent lower than the equity port-

Agreement’s 2-degree scenario. Oil is the most chal-

folio’s global benchmark index. It is also a significant

lenging of the equity investments, while natural gas,

reduction compared to 2018, when we first reported

renewable energy and coal are already in line with a

on the CO2 emissions from the companies in our equi-

2-degree scenario. Therefore, in 2019, the analyses did

ty portfolio. In 2018, companies emitted 124 tons of CO2

not give us reason to change our investment portfolio.

per million dollars invested in them.
PFA is divesting eight companies which do not live

Great potential for green transition in

up to the Paris Agreement

the utilities sector

Although the biannual analyses showed that the car-

The utilities sector is the sector in which we have the

bon footprint from our equity investments meet the

largest climate impact through our equity investments,

intentions of the Paris Agreement, the analyses have

and it is also one of the sectors that offers the best

still prompted changes. Based on the analyses, we have

opportunities for investing in companies which are

therefore decided to divest eight companies. The com-

changing their production towards more sustainable

panies were primarily exposed to coal, and one had a

energy. We have a special focus on this sector for this

significantly worse climate impact than other comparable

reason, and we assess companies’ current consumption

companies in the same industry.

of CO2-intensive fuel sources as well as their ability and
desire to participate in a green transition in the future.

Analyses focused on the utilities sector
In addition to the biannual screenings of our equity

According to our CO2 analysis, the utilities included in our

portfolio, we also prepare sector and company-specific

investment portfolio have a significantly lower climate

scenario analyses, in which we look at the carbon foot-

impact than their competitors. This can be seen by cal-

print of our investments over a five-year period. This is

culating how much CO2 the companies emit, relative to

done using an open-source tool provided free of charge

the sector average. This calculation shows that emis-

based on funding from, i.a., the European Commission’s

sions from the utility companies in our portfolio amount

‘LIFE Action Grant’ and the ClimateWorks Foundation.

to 738 tons per year per million dollars in earnings, while
the utility sector average is 1,431 tons per million dol-

In 2019, in the scenario analyses, we focused specifi-

lars. In other words, the utility companies in which PFA

cally on our equity investments in the utilities sector

has the largest investments emit 48 per cent less CO2

and the extraction of fossil fuels in energy companies.

than the sector average. Therefore, they are among the

Here, we assess the equity investments and the expect-

most efficient companies at producing electricity, and

ed energy mix needed to the limit temperature increase

they have significantly lower emissions than average

to 2 degrees. That way we incorporate the risks asso-

(see figure on the next page).

ciated with CO2 emissions as well as the potential for
improvement through increased use of sustainable ener-

Our investment in sustainable energy

gy sources

In 2019, we focused on collecting more data on our
existing investments in, for example, offshore wind, bio-

14

According to the scenario analyses, our equity invest-

fuels and solar cells, so that we can calculate how much

ments over the next five years are in line with the Paris

green energy is produced across our investments.
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Carbon emissions per sector Nov 2019

PFA

World index
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Looking at our largest investments in sustainable ener-

PFA in New York to discuss the UN 17 Global Goals

gy, in the latest summation (the 2018 figures) they

As one of very few Danish companies, PFA was invited to

generated 634 GWH, or enough to cover the annual con-

join a government-led delegation when the UN focused

sumption of power for 132,000 households. This figure

on sustainable investments at the High-Level Political

was obtained by combining the energy production of our

Forum in July 2019. At the conference in New York, PFA

investments in solar cells (UK Solar), wind energy (Wal-

met with some of the biggest asset managers in the

ney Extension in England, Bearkat I and Fluvanna I in the

world and a number of UN ambassadors who are specif-

US and Veja Mate in Germany) and biofuels (Kent Renew-

ically focusing on how to create economic growth and

able in England).

financial backing for the UN 17 Global Goals for sustainable development.

Investment in green bonds
Besides direct investments in sustainable energy, in

Among other reasons, we were invited to the UN meeting

2019 we invested in green bonds from the World Bank,

because of our direct investments in the green transi-

the Japanese Development Bank and the Dutch Govern-

tion and our broad efforts to integrate social and climate

ment. These are investments exceeding DKK 2 billion

concerns into the investment processes. We talked about

which will go towards promoting the green transition.

that at the summit, as well as presenting specific cases
about our investments in e.g. solar cells, sustainable construction, green infrastructure and ferry traffic.
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We have selected five of the UN’s 17 Global Goals
which we are making particular efforts to support. We
are doing this because we believe that innovation and
good long-term earnings opportunities can be created
by helping to solve some of the world’s great challenges. This is also the reason why, in the autumn of 2019,

Partnership on the climate and the environment

along with industry colleagues, we stated our readiness

In 2019, we continued our participation in Climate

to support the government’s climate initiative and invest

Action 100+, which aims to engage in dialogue

DKK 350 billion in the green transition towards 2030.

with the 100 listed companies in the world that

PFA develops new green savings solutions

is divided between the investors who are involved

In 2019, we saw growing interest from our customers in

in the community, and we participate in the dia-

placing their savings in green assets. We would like to

logue about two companies, Siemens and Maersk.

accommodate that desire, and in 2020 we are therefore

The aim is to get companies to set goals for reduc-

expanding our investment universe and giving PFA Plus

ing their CO2 emissions and reporting on climate

customers the opportunity to increase the share of their

risks, in line with international recommendations.

savings that are placed in green assets. It is important to

Dialogue through Climate Action 100+ will contin-

mention that PFA’s investment universe already includes

ue in 2020.

emit the most CO2. Dialogue with the companies

green assets, and that the new opportunity is therefore
intended for those who want to strengthen their green
profile further.

Climate-friendly properties

The new option must be viewed in conjunction with our
ambition of being the best at sustainable returns, which

Just as we screen the CO2 footprints of the companies

is part of our new business strategy, which we adopted

we invest in, we also want to study the carbon footprint

in late 2019.

of our property portfolio. The goal is for our properties
to be climate-neutral by 2050 and for their carbon footprint to constantly be in step with the goals of the Paris
Agreement.

Impact from our largest sustainable energy investments – calculated in 2019 based on 2018 figures

634 Gwh
Energy generated by our largest sustainable energy investments at the latest calculation based on 2018 figures.

49,000
This corresponds to removing 49,000 cars from the streets.

227,000
227,000 tons CO2 avoided

132,000
Or enough to cover one year’s consumption of power for
approximately 132,000 households.

16
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With Rambøll, in 2019 we developed a method for col-

recycling and energy optimisation. All projects which are

lecting energy consumption data which we will be using

planned for construction will be gold-certified, includ-

for the first time on our Danish property portfolio in

ing the construction on Redmolen, the office buildings

2020, which currently represents approx. 45 per cent of

in Odense and Aarhus and the rental housing facilities in

our total property investments of over DKK 60 billion.

Høje-Taastrup.

With an overview of the total energy consumption, we
will have a CO2 baseline to use in our future efforts to
optimise properties’ energy consumption. At the same
time, the system gives us data for assessing where we
can achieve the greatest impact by making improvements to reduce the footprint.
Cooperation on sustainable construction
Sustainable new construction

We want to help develop work on sustainabili-

In addition to energy-optimising existing properties, we

ty in buildings. Therefore, we are a member of

also screen our new construction and major renovations

the Green Building Council Denmark organisation,

in terms of climate, social and economic sustainability.

which manages the DGNB certification and aims

This is done through the DGNB sustainability standard,

to create a common platform for the measure-

which is recommended by the Green Building Council

ment and evaluation of sustainable construction.

Denmark.

Through our membership, we bring our experience
into play in cooperation with over 300 actors in

The goal is for all new buildings to be certified with a

the field.

DGNB energy label, and we are already well on our way
to achieving that. For example, our new office buildings,
Pakhusene in the port of Aarhus and Rambøll’s head-

DGNB certification in brief

quarters in Esbjerg, are DGNB-Gold-certified, while PFA’s

To achieve a DGNB certification, a building or urban area

forthcoming student housing facilities in Odense and

must meet a number of requirements in five key areas:

Axel Towers in Copenhagen are DGNB-Silver-certified.

Environmental quality, economic quality, social quality,

The same will also apply to our own headquarters, which

technical quality and process quality. Based on this eval-

are currently under reconstruction with a heavy focus on

uation, the project is awarded an either silver, gold or
platinum certification.

How we work with climate-friendly properties

We back the Paris

We will therefore

Based on the assess-

Then we can initiate

Agreement and aim to

assess the carbon foot-

ment, the properties

optimising steps such

be carbon-neutral in

print of our Danish

with the largest car-

as energy optimisation.

2050.

property portfolio.

bon footprints will be
mapped out.
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Residential construction and social concerns
In addition to climate considerations, PFA’s investments
in properties can also help promote sustainable community development in other areas. That is why we invest
in, e.g., senior housing, which can support active and
independent senior life in a safe environment. We have

Responsible reconstruction
PFA has decided to reconstruct, rather than build new
headquarters, as 50 per cent of CO2 emissions throughout a property’s lifetime come from construction. The
reconstruction has focused on recycling and energy
optimisation, and, is DGNB-Silver-certified.

also developed a senior housing standard, which is the
first comprehensive standard for the requirements which
can be set for senior housing in Denmark. Similarly, we
have started to build senior housing communities in
Odense and Horsens, a form of housing which is highly

From waste to modern office building
In the south harbour district in Aarhus, we plan to build
an office building partly from waste materials.

likely to counter loneliness.
Community in senior life
Map of PFA’s properties
Our properties cover different stages of life, from student life to senior life, and are spread geographically

In 2019, we embarked on the construction of the senior co-housing communities in Odense and Horsens.
The homes will be set up for seniors’ needs in a central

over most of Denmark. We also invest in properties

location with the opportunity to engage in social com-

abroad. The overview on the right shows both existing

munities. We are also building homes which meet PFA’s

properties and ongoing constructions.

Rental housing facility

Senior Housing Standards.

Focus on green energy
We plan to build a new, sustainable residential neighbourhood in the Stejlepladsen neighbourhood in

Senior co-housing community

Copenhagen. Here, we will be focusing on green energy, natural and recreational areas, as well as the
recycling of materials.

Student housing facility
The sustainability stamp
Office building

Rambøll’s headquarters in Esbjerg are DGNB-Gold-certified. At the end of 2019, we had a total of eight
sustainability-certified properties, plus six ongoing
projects.

PFA’s work on responsible investments contributes to
the following Global Goals. Read more about our work

Strong learning environment for future students

with the UN’s 17 Global Goals for sustainable develop-

We are building sustainability-certified student housing

ment on page 52.

facilities in Odense, Aalborg, Aarhus and Copenhagen
which will be completed by 2022. The student housing
facilities will accommodate over 1,000 students, who
can look forward to facilities which encourage learning
and social communities.

18
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Aalborg

Viborg
Randers

Holstebro

Silkeborg

Aarhus

Elsionor
Hillerød
Horsens
Vejle
Copenhagen
Fredericia
Esbjerg

Kolding

Køge
Odense
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A healthier working life
For PFA, a fundamental part of our work is helping to create the framework for a healthy working life –
for our customers, our employees, and society in general. In 2019, we worked with stress prevention and
efforts to get people on long-term sick leave back to work.

We focus on the workplace

management. Among other things, we have looked at

Although in recent years, the Danish population’s health

how management can help limit stress, and how well-be-

and well-being has received a great amount of atten-

ing can be integrated into an organisation’s processes

tion, its development has generally gone the wrong way.

rather than being a detached project. We will compile

As a pension and insurance company, we have felt that.

the results of the Advisory Table meetings in a report

Among other things, we see a tendency of more adults

with specific recommendations for solutions to some of

and young adults being in poor states of well-being, suf-

the problems we see in terms of organisational design

fering from mental disorders such as anxiety and stress.

and executive management. The report will be published

At the same time, in 2015–2019 we saw significant

in early 2020 and will be shared publicly so that it can

growth in sick leave due to stress among our custom-

benefit companies in general, and thus society.

ers, and it has proved harder than expected to get those
affected by stress back to work.
Partnership on health solutions
Offering our customers security and help through their

By working closely with our business and organisation-

insurance plans if they get sick or injured is the core of

al customers in partnerships, we can map and improve

our business. Furthermore, it is quite natural for us to

health in individual workplaces. Our aim is to help our

bring our experience in the field into play to help address

corporate and organisational customers’ employees and

the health challenges we see in society. We continued

members stay healthy and prevent illness, injuries and

to do this in 2019, and also intensified our approach to

poor well-being. In 2019, we worked with more than 250

the health area by focusing on the workplace. While an

corporate and organisational customers on everything

individual’s health is affected by many factors, it is in

from minor projects to the development of long-term

the workplace that we at PFA have our core competence,

health strategies focusing on employees’ physical and

and the Danish population’s health at work is thus where

mental well-being, culture changes and sustainable

we particularly strive to make a difference.

solutions. Here, we are seeing a trend of companies
generally being more receptive than in the past when
it comes to establishing health strategies rather than

Advisory Table gathers recommendations for

making drip-by-drip efforts. When we draw up a health

stress management

strategy, it is done in close partnership with the cus-

One of the ways we can help solve healthcare challeng-

tomer, based on a thorough analysis of the company’s

es is by joining forces across institutions and sectors

overall health. Based on this, we can jointly identify the

and learning about the development. In 2016, we set up

priority areas and tools needed. In 2019, we expand-

an Advisory Table on stress and well-being in co-opera-

ed our health analysis with questions concerning the

tion with the organisation Lederne, as we saw negative

workplace – including the individual’s digital behaviour,

developments in the area. In 2019, we held two meet-

psychological security and social relationships at the

ings of our Advisory Table which were attended by HR

workplace.

professionals from our major customers, managers from
PFA, researchers and experts from the University of
Copenhagen, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark’s
Technical University and the National Research Centre
for the Working Environment (NFA) in Denmark.
This year, our focus has been on the role of top management and organisational design in stress – i.e.
aspects concerning workplace structure, culture and
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Humour in a difficult time
The Danish Hospital Clowns were among PFA Brug Livet
Fonden’s causes back in 2011. Among other things, our
support went towards training more hospital clowns so
that hospitalised children in serious situations can be allowed to laugh.
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market fade into the distant future. It also has unfortunate consequences for the company and for society
– at PFA, the development has contributed to a skewing of the balance between PFA’s insurance income and
expenses. Therefore, as an employer, an insurance company and a social actor, we have an increased focus on
Case: Meeting-free Fridays contributed to

how to get better at helping individuals get back on their

increased well-being

feet again more quickly.

In connection with drafting a health strategy for a
large corporate customer in 2017, in the analysis of

Therefore, we have increased our focus on active claims

employees, we identified a tendency for employ-

processing, which is a co-ordinated effort to help cus-

ees to feel stressed about not being able to get their

tomers who have been on sick leave for more than three

tasks done due to back-to-back meetings. Therefore,

months. As a new feature, we have established a co-op-

a number of initiatives were launched in 2018 under

eration on a course for customers who are moderately

the heading ‘Meeting-free Friday – time to get things

or severely affected by stress. The course is based on

done’ which were intended to change the meeting

group sessions and produces good, scientifically prov-

culture and improve the balance between work and

en results. In addition, we have developed our treatment

leisure. In 2019, due to the initiatives, 60 per cent of

programme through subcontractors and are (i.a.) con-

employees experienced a better balance.

ducting a test cycle in which we analyse customers who
are receiving payouts in order to assess which customers might benefit from a treatment course or a process
which could lead them back into the labour market.

We also want to explore new avenues and try out the
latest solutions in healthcare ourselves. In this area, our
customers are important partners as well. Additionally,
we have strategic partnerships with leading researchers
and experts in order to increase knowledge about physical and mental well-being and ways to prevent stress. In
2018, we entered into a strategic partnership with the
SUND Hub, an innovative entrepreneurial environment
under the Faculty of Health Sciences at the University of

Case: Personal support person for the custo-

Copenhagen. Here, we have continued to advise entre-

mers who are affected the worst

preneurs and contribute to the development of new

In 2019, through the PFA EarlyCare concept, PFA

solutions in healthcare that may have a positive impact

tested new solutions which may help the most

on working life. This includes solutions that can help pre-

affected customers back to work after illness. We

vent, shorten and reduce long-term sick leave.

have almost literally taken the customer by the
hand, offering them a personal social or health

In 2020, we will continue to have an increased focus

adviser who will follow them closely and come out

on activities where we must strengthen our ability to

on home visits, participate in meetings with the

increase physical and mental well-being and get employ-

job centre and the workplace, and help to refer

ees on sick leave back to health, together with our

them to the right treatment providers which match

customers and our business partners.

the employee’s recovery process. Thus, customers get extra help during a difficult period in which
it can often be hard to cope with the situation,

22

Intensified efforts against long-term sick leave

from someone who has a complete overview of the

In recent years we have seen an increase in long-term

course of illness and what is continuously required

sick leave. This trend continued in 2019, when we paid a

to help the customer back to work. The purpose

total of DKK 2.4 billion to customers who needed their

of the test is to shorten and not least prevent new

insurance. Sickness absence is never a good thing, and

sickness absence, and so far, the preliminary results

certainly not if the prospects of returning to the labour

look promising.
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Focus on a boundless working life

streams, focusing on children and young adults, part-

Stress has also been one of the themes we have taken

ners/spouses, and parents/elderly people respectively.

up for debate in the media and in public debate in general. Here, on the basis of figures and insights from our

This is also an issue we tackled for PFA employees in

own health insurance, we have considered the trends

2019 in our work to create healthy conditions in the

we can see. For example, the boundaries between when

workplace. Here, under the heading ‘How does the

we are working and when we actually take time off have

well-being of children and young adults impact a healthy

been blurred. Mobile phones offer easy 24-hour access

working life?’, we discussed how we can act to improve

to news, emails and other input, and it can be difficult

conditions as adults, as employees and as a workplace.

for individuals to set healthy boundaries for their use.

The event was structured as a panel discussion, where

Figures from a population study completed for us by

three of the volunteer organisations supported by PFA

Epinion in 2019 show that two out of three people check

Brug Livet Fonden provided their insights and perspec-

their work email during their time off. We brought up the

tives on the subject. See more on page 28.

boundless working life for debate at Folkemødet in Bornholm, where, together with professionals and politicians,
we put the spotlight on what our failure to set aside

PFA’s work on a healthier working life contributes to

time to recover means for our mental health, as well as

the following Global Goals. Read more about our work

what it means for our productivity at work when our pri-

with the UN’s 17 Global Goals for sustainable develop-

vate life interferes.

ment on page 52.

Healthy use of technology is an area in which we are
actively working to help find solutions for our customers. Among other things, we offer courses on
creating healthy digital habits. Furthermore, in 2019,
we offered management courses on stress management and prevention to our business and organisational
customers. Today, 100 companies and organisations
have had participants on these courses, which were
held in Copenhagen and Aarhus. PFA’s own managers
and employees have also been offered stress prevention courses and, in 2019, more than 400 of them
participated.

Guidelines on relatives for companies
Over the past 6–7 years we have seen an increase in
the number of enquiries relating to children with mental
health problems, and we are generally seeing a trend of
more adults in a poor state of well-being, as well. When
you are a relative of a child, a partner, or someone else
in a poor state of well-being or who is seriously ill, it
affects your professional life and, in the worst case, may
mean that you end up on sick leave as well. Therefore,
this is an area that we focused on in 2019. What you,
as a relative, need in relation to your work in the workplace may differ from person to person, and companies
respond differently to the situation. Therefore, we are
working on creating guidelines on this area for companies. Our efforts are intended to lead towards a health
conference in 2020. The conference will consist of three
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A good senior life
In 2019, we continued our work to create a better transition from work to retirement for senior citizens as
well as workplaces. Among other things, we participated in and contributed to recommendations for the
government’s senior think tank and presented concrete solutions for senior working life.

A good transition to senior life

Authority’s reference group and working group for draft-

At PFA, we work to create a framework that ensures

ing a national plan of action for a good life in old age. We

that our customers can live a good and active senior

had a particular desire to communicate that senior life is

life – including when they no longer go to work. In step

an independent phase of life for which there is a need to

with the growth of the proportion of senior citizens in

investigate new options. Specifically, we focused on:

the labour market, senior citizens represent a growing customer group at PFA, and the ageing workforce
will generally place new demands on i.a. HR in future.
For example, we are seeing a clear trend of employees staying in the labour market for longer, more and

• Offering employees senior courses, advising on all
aspects of the transition to retirement – economic as
well as social.
• Holding senior consultations that focus on develop-

more people working when they are retired, and many

ment in the late-life career and on opportunities for

people would like to have the option of a more flexible

the final years of working life – not just on phasing

retirement.

out.
• Guidance being offered to senior citizens about opti-

In 2018, the PFA Think Tank – The New 3rd Age made a

ons for housing and what their financial impacts are.

series of concrete recommendations for the senior life

• More modern homes being built, specifically to cover

of the future which have been processed further by our

the needs of senior citizens.

network of corporate and organisational customers, Studio 60+. In 2019, we continued our work to anchor the

In addition, the Danish Health Authority has invited us to

recommendations in society in general and with our cus-

join a new two-year partnership focusing on a good life

tomers. This work is described in the following sections.

in old age. Here, we will continue to work to anchor our
recommendations for a good senior life in society.

Proposed solutions for the ageing workforce
With the prospect of more seniors and fewer young

A good senior life for debate

adults in the workforce, we are facing a future in which

During the year, we also engaged in public debate in the

some industries will find it difficult to recruit. In 2019,

senior area. One of the places where we did this was

PFA was the only commercial company to participate

at Folkemødet, Denmark’s Democratic Festival, where

in the government’s senior think tank for a longer and

in co-operation with a number of politicians, experts

enjoyable senior working life. The think tank’s work

and citizens, we highlighted some of the challenges

resulted in a report with specific recommendations. We

that are important to our customers, the pension sec-

contributed our insight into what it takes to keep senior

tor and the general public. Under the title ‘The Great

citizens working longer to this report, which will benefit

Pension Contest’, we focused on, i.a., recipes for a good

individuals, companies and society as a whole. In par-

senior life. We know that for many people, pension is

ticular, we have recommended:

a dry and complex subject, so we tried to present the
subject as a piece of cake. In the contest, participants

• That the rules in this area are simplified, so that individuals can more easily figure out their options.

from employers’ organisations, PFA’s corporate customers, organisations for the elderly and PFA considered

• That workplaces consider new ways of retaining senior

the ratio of ingredients such as early or late retirement,

citizens by increasing their focus on individual plans

partial pension, state pension, savings and payment of

for employees’ late-life careers.

annuity, pension, etc., and gave the Danish pension sys-

• That pension companies offer partial pension, so that

tem a thorough kneading.

employees can have a more flexible retirement.
Another area we brought up for debate at Folkemødet
Similarly, we also participated in the Danish Health
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was how the welfare of the future should be structured

as we are facing a society with a growing number of

Late-life career with a focus on development

elderly people and growing demand for welfare. Public

Dialogues about the transition from working life to

welfare and elderly care is also an issue we gave extra

retirement can be difficult to take on, and many people

focus in public debate in 2019. We are seeing increas-

start planning too late. Another challenge is the lack of

ing insecurity regarding retirement and concerns about

knowledge for managing this area among companies.

whether public welfare offerings will be sufficient in the
future. A population study by Epinion for PFA in 2019

50 per cent of the retirees (aged 60-64) had planned their
retirement less than one year before retirement

showed that only 47 per cent of people believe that
public care for the elderly will be adequate when they

80%

get old. This is an area which we will be working on in
2020, thinking about how we can provide additional ser-

50%

vices in areas such as care for the elderly.
40%

Three different partial retirement models
We do not just bring our insight into the field of seniors

5%

into play in relation to political and social frameworks.

0%

In 2019, we also worked to translate our insight and recommendations into concrete solutions that can benefit

5 years		

Less than 1 year

Source: Danish Center for Social Science Research

our many customers, giving them a good framework for
an active late-life career and retiring from working life

That is why we have developed PFA Late-Life Career,

at the pace that makes sense for them. We therefore

which comprises a course for HR professionals and man-

designed three different partial retirement models and

agers, a dialogue guide for late-life career dialogues

developed PFA Late-Life Career.

in the workplace, tools for reflection and the option of
individual coaching courses for individual employees. The

There can be great differences between companies’

aim is to help individuals become more specific about

desires for partial retirement, and possibilities may

their wishes and opportunities for their late-life careers,

depend on requirements which are set out in collective

including clarifying their functions in the company in the

agreements. Therefore, we offer three different partial

years leading up to retirement.

retirement models in order to accommodate the desire
for maximum flexibility. See below:

A

Maximum
salary
compensation

B

Partial
salary
compensation

C

Unchanged
pension
contribution

The customer makes payments

The contribution percentage can

The pension contribution is

to and receives payouts from the

be reduced.

calculated based on the existing

same pension plan.

full-time salary.

This lets the customer work shorter

This lets the customer work shorter

This solution is for customers who

hours with minimum impact on the

hours and get partial salary com-

wish to work reduced hours (and

current expendable income.

pensation due to a reduced pension

thus have a smaller expendable

contribution.

income) and maintain their pension
contribution at the existing level.
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The concept was tested at two companies in 2019, and

Companies and customers are given good advice

the feedback was so positive that it will now be offered

In continuation of the work with our customer solutions,

to all our customers. This also applies to PFA’s own

we invited HR representatives from our corporate cus-

employees. See page 37.

tomers to senior conferences in Vejle and Copenhagen,
where we highlighted the challenges of the ageing workforce. Here, some 150 participants gained knowledge
about the area and were given good advice and room for

How the test companies received

knowledge-sharing across companies.

PFA Late-Life Career
Over a period of three months, two of our corpo-

Our private customers found that they received good

rate customers helped test PFA Late-Life Career.

advice on the transition to retirement at PFA Senior Day.

Based on their feedback, we adapted the con-

In 2019, around 2,000 customers and their guests par-

cept so as to provide the most value for all parties.

ticipated in PFA Senior Days in Horsens and Copenhagen.

Here is some selected input from the two test

Customers also have the opportunity to participate in

companies:

PFA’s senior courses. The courses cover both the legal
and financial aspects of pension plans, as well as the
personal considerations with respect to preparing for
retirement. In 2019, around 5,000 customers participated in senior courses.

Among other things, businesses highlight how the

New forms of housing for senior life

course provides insight into employees’ thoughts

In our work to strengthen the framework for a good

and wishes which they could not have achieved

senior life, another area of focus for PFA has been meet-

themselves. They also state that this is a neces-

ing a growing need for more senior-friendly housing and

sary clarification for them, as they rely on retaining

co-housing communities. The results of PFA’s think tank

essential competences and strengthening the

show that social relations are important in maintaining

options for staying in the workplace for longer.

a good senior life. According to a population survey by
Epinion for PFA in 2019, 39 per cent of people in Denmark want a senior-friendly home if the need arises with
age. In 2019, PFA developed a new concept for senior
housing communities based on our senior co-housing
standard, which contains 46 recommendations for good
senior housing. The homes are characterised by being

Among other things, employees emphasise that

adapted to the needs of senior citizens, centrally locat-

the course has been a great help for starting the

ed, and offering the opportunity to engage in social

dialogue on the final years in the labour market,

communities. All this will help to increase the quali-

which can often be misconstrued and associated

ty of life for the target group. In 2019, we initiated the

with phasing out. This difficult conversation has

construction of the senior co-housing communities in

become more legitimate and has created greater

Odense and Horsens respectively.

confidence in planning of future tasks. At the same
time, the test showed that it is good to talk about
senior opportunities in good time, as it takes time

PFA’s work with a good senior life contributes to

to plan, and ideas need time to mature.

the following Global Goals. Read more about our work
with the UN’s 17 Global Goals for sustainable development on page 52.
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A break in a
stressful everyday life
Historically, many of PFA Brug Livet Fonden’s causes have
been ones that help to create a break in a stressful everyday
life. One of them is the association for children with disabilities and their families, which we supported in 2016. Among
other things, the association creates networks for these
families and act as their voice in public debate.
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PFA Brug Livet Fonden
In 2019, PFA Brug Livet Fonden celebrated its tenth anniversary. This was marked with a celebration of
volunteerism, while the foundation named its annual causes for the tenth time.

This year’s causes focus on local dedicated volun-

We know that when children and young adults are in a

teers

poor state of well-being, it affects their relatives and

In December, the foundation named its Causes of the

their private and professional life. Therefore, the issue

Year for the tenth time. In total, 72 causes had been

is relevant to us as an employer and provider of health

nominated, and there was great diversity among them:

insurance. In addition, over the year there has been

they operate locally, across the country and abroad. On

dialogue with the Causes of the Year 2019 about how

the foundation’s website, everyone was able to vote for

PFA might support causes alongside the foundation.

their favourites, and with over 48,000 votes cast, this cre-

Among other things, there were proposals for mentoring

ated a lot of attention for all the nominated causes. The

schemes and the establishment of a website which will

foundation’s board revealed the Causes of the Year after

be defined in 2020.

the vote. For the first time, all the causes were forwarded
to the board, rather than just the causes with the most
votes (as had been done in the past). This was in order to

Folkemødet, volunteerism and profitable feet

allow smaller, local cases that might not normally get as

Folkemødet, Denmark’s Democratic Festival in Bornholm,

many votes a chance to get support. However, the results

was also an opportunity to highlight the foundation and

of the vote still weighed heavily in the board’s decision.

to raise awareness about its causes. Representatives
from 10 causes attended debates at Folkemødet, includ-

2020’s causes were decided as Kvie Sø Boarding School,

ing For Lige Vilkår, Børn, Unge & Sorg and Børns Vilkår,

Brugernes Akademi, ME Foreningen, Det Kærlige Måltid

all three of which were named among the Causes of the

and Værestedet Hellebro. This year, the board opted to

Year in 2019. They collaborated on five debates with the

focus on bringing attention to smaller and local causes.

themes of volunteerism, illness, social services, and children and digital media. The panel discussions were also
attended by politicians and experts.

More than financial support
2019 also offered co-operation with a number of causes to raise awareness about their work. For example,

Volunteerism is a theme for senior citizens

PFA held a debate event for employees entitled ‘How

In senior life, volunteering can be an obvious thing to do.

does the well-being of children and young adults impact

Therefore, several of the foundation’s causes joined the

a healthy working life?’, at which the causes Børn, Unge

foundation’s stand when PFA invited senior customers

& Sorg, Julemærkefonden and Girltalk participated.

and their guests to the PFA Senior Day in Horsens and

=

183,764 steps
DKK 183,764

Folkemødet also provided an occasion to raise awareness of the foundation through PFA’s customers
This was done through a health challenge, where five PFA customers were equipped with a pedometer. For
every step they walked, PFA donated DKK 1 to PFA Brug Livet Fonden. In total, the five customers racked up a
total of DKK 183,764 for the foundation, which will benefit the Causes of the Year 2020.
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Causes of the Year 2020
For the tenth time, PFA Brug Livet Fonden announced its Causes of the Year. This happened at an anniversary event in
PFA’s new auditorium, where the five causes for 2020 were revealed. At the head of each cause is a dedicated volunteer who is passionate about making a difference – either locally or nationwide.

Copenhagen. Approximately 1,000 people participat-

Causes of the Year 2020

ed on both days, and they could meet Lungeforeningen,

• Kvie Sø Efterskole was awarded DKK 50,000. It is

Projekt Husvild, Hjerneskadeforeningen, Morgencafé for

the only boarding school for the intellectually disabled

Hjemløse and Børns Voksenvenner. Keen interest in the

west of the Great Belt. The first class of pupils started

causes was demonstrated, and they raised awareness of
their work.

in August 2019.
• Brugernes Akademi, a volunteer association of and
for drug users, received DKK 50,000. The association

Once a cause – always a cause
In 2019, PFA Brug Livet Fonden celebrated its tenth

works to improve drug users’ rights and conditions.
• ME Foreningen received DKK 50,000. The voluntary,

anniversary, which was marked in December by an anni-

patient-driven association works for better treatment,

versary event at PFA’s newly rebuilt headquarters. The

patient networks, support and guidance for the 10–

purpose of the event was to pay tribute to volunteerism and to the many causes which the foundation has

20,000 patients with the neuro-immune disease ME.
• Det Kærlige Måltid received DKK 25,000. This is a

supported over the years. Therefore, representatives of

newly started non-profit organisation that teaches

previous causes and nominated causes for 2019 were

young volunteers to prepare good and healthy food

all invited. Furthermore, politicians, PFA customers and

and involves vulnerable young adults in the kitchen.

other NGOs also attended. Among other things, the

The food is provided free of charge and with warm gre-

event featured a debate on how we can achieve better

etings to the seriously ill and their families in Aarhus.

interaction between volunteers and the public sector in

• Værestedet Hellebro received DKK 25,000. It is a pri-

the social services area. In addition, the Causes of the

vate charitable organisation in Valby which carries out

Year for 2020 were unveiled.

a holistic effort for young homeless people aged 18–29
years and works to ensure that young adults get into
housing, jobs, education – and back on safe ground.
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10 years and 41 causes
Kvie Sø Efterskole
Brugernes Akademi

2019

ME Foreningen

For Lige Vilkår

Det Kærlige Måltid

Klub Venner

Værestedet Hellebro

2018

The causes of the year in 2016 and
2018 focused on struggling children
and young adults
Gigtramte Børns Forældreforening
MusikBeRiget

SMILcamps
Børn, Unge & Sorg
BørneTelefonen

2017

Julemærkefonden

OrdSkælv

Sølund Musik-Festival

Patientforening Danmark

Cystisk Fibrose Foreningen

WutomiAgri

Børns Voksenvenner

2016

Foreningen for børn med handicap
- og deres familier
Immun Defekt Foreningen

SMILfonden
Morgencafé for Hjemløse

The causes of the year in 2015
focused on, among other causes,
dedicated volunteers who help the
homeless

2015

Foreningen Cancerramte Børn
Projekt Husvild

Børnelungefonden

Projekt Hjemløs

Gigtramte Børns Forældreforening

2014

The causes of the year in 2014 focused on children who had a rough
start to life

Hjernebarnet
Hjerneskadeforeningen
Neonatalstrik
Søskendekram
Happy Dogs

Walking Future
Gadens Børn i Indien

2013

In 2013, we welcomed, for the first
time, causes of the year that made
a difference outside Denmark

Landsforeningen Spor
Hydrocephalus Foreningen

2012

Landsforeningen Autisme
Angstpilot
TUBA

Danske Hospitalsklovne
TUBA

In 2011, the PFA Brug Livet Fonden’s Facebook page was one of
Denmark’s fastest growing Facebook pages

2011

2010
30
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Girltalk.dk
Servicehunde til Handicappede

Visits from old and
new causes
When the PFA Brug Livet Fonden foundation celebrated its
10th anniversary, representatives of new and old causes
were invited. The singer Pernille Rosendahl is an ambassador for TUBA, one of PFA Brug Livet Fonden’s causes. She
spoke about her own motivation for supporting TUBA, and
then filled the hall with moving song.
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Closer to the customers
PFA exists in order to help our customers live a good life in the future. In 2019, among other things,
we developed email solutions, individualised advisory services and specific recommendations which are
intended to make our general service and advisory services even more relevant to the individual private
customer.

As a pension company, we must ensure financial securi-

which is used to identify and try to predict customers’

ty for our approximately 1.3 million private customers.

needs and life events. As with the emails, the objective

We must be there for them when life is hard, and we

is to ensure that customers receive relevant, individu-

strive to ensure that our advisory services, products and

al recommendations when they need them, making it

services correspond to their needs and provide value

easier for them to adapt their pension plans to their sit-

depending on where they are in life. Because a 25-year-

uations and needs.

old’s budding thoughts about saving and a 62-year-old
in need of an overview of their total payouts during

In addition to the dynamic advisory services model, we

retirement are two very different things. Therefore,

are currently developing a business check which can give

we continuously work to develop solutions that can

our corporate or organisational customers an overview

strengthen our relationship with – and relevance to –

of how many employees or members have the recom-

the individual customer.

mended insurance cover, Pension Estimate or investment
profile. This will also indicate whether they have received
advice on their pension. Employees will then be contact-

Proactive emails based on life events

ed with targeted messages concerning the elements in

In 2019, we further improved communication with our

which their plan differs from our recommendations. We

customers. To many customers, it is not obvious when to

are doing this to help ensure that our business custom-

check their pension. Therefore, we have now launched a

ers create security for their employees when they enter

new dialogue system that automatically sends customers

into a pension agreement with us. The corporate check

a customised email when a change occurs in their lives

has been tested on two major corporate customers,

which means that they should review their pension plan.

where around 5,200 pension plans were screened, and

These changes are typically some of life’s major events

where we subsequently contacted just over 3,200 cus-

like getting married, buying a home, getting divorced or

tomers with a recommendation to review their plan.

changing jobs. The emails are intended to motivate customers to ensure that their plans fit the current phase of

Overall, we frequently test solutions in collaboration

their lives and the desires they have for the future. We

with customers. That way, we get better insight into

can see that this more targeted communication is per-

customers’ wants and needs, enabling us to develop rel-

ceived as more relevant and is used more, as in 2019,

evant products and services.

customers clicked through to the content more than previously. In 2020, we will look at how we can use insights
from the dialogue system along with the development of

We want to ensure that our recommendations are

intelligent data understanding to create even more tar-

translated into action

geted solutions for customers.

When it comes to advisory services, we take responsibility for helping customers as best possible by translating
our knowledge and experience into concrete recom-
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Corporate check developed with customers

mendations. In 2019, for example, we made a special

We generally focus on making it easy for customers to

effort for the 80,000 customers who pay to have payout

have a pension plan that fits their needs. Therefore, we

security on their pension plans and recommended that

are developing a new and more dynamic advisory ser-

they considered opting out of this. The reason for this

vices model which is intended to provide customers with

is that the situation in the financial market, with nega-

targeted recommendations based on the intelligent use

tive interest rates, makes it difficult to achieve a positive

of data. The advisory services model is constantly being

return on the government and mortgage credit bonds

developed using, among other things, machine learning,

which are linked to the payout security. Therefore, we
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contacted the many customers to ensure that they get
the most out of their pension plans. Similarly, we contacted all companies that have payout security, so that
new employees do not get it. These customers responded positively to our proactive efforts.
The robot that helps PFA answering emails
In 2019, we also focused on investment and risk-taking

One of the proprietary solutions which we use

among women. We can see that 83 per cent of Danish

in everyday life is about helping our advisers

women save their free funds at an interest rate that is

to answer emails. The Epistola (Latin for letter)

typically close to 0, even though they would often make

email robot was designed to make it easier and

more by investing them. We see a tendency for women

faster for advisers to answer the over 125,000

to take fewer risks than men, and it turns out that

emails they receive from customers each year. A

women, on average, have 24 per cent less in their retire-

major proportion of these emails are about sim-

ment savings than men and are financially weaker if, for

ilar issues, and the advisory services centre has

example, a divorce takes place. Figures from Statistics

therefore prepared about 200 reply templates that

Denmark support this. Therefore, among other things,

they use when responding to customer enquiries.

we invited 300 female customers and their guests to

Because of the large number of reply templates, it

an investment seminar with a focus on thinking more

may take a while to pick out the right one, and this

long-term when it comes to their pension plans and

is where Epistola helps. The robot will soon be par-

investments. We also focused on women and long-term

tially automated so that in selected areas, it can

savings through press stories and targeted campaigns.

send answers on its own. For each answer, we can
document the reason for the answer the custom-

In fact, in some cases, we think our responsibility goes

er got.

beyond just offering a qualified recommendation. Because
if customers do not make a choice afterwards, the recommendation has made no difference to them. In 2019,

The new technology can make a positive difference

this has led to us intensifying the follow-up on our Invest-

for employees, customers and society. But we are also

ment Guide. The Investment Guide can help customers

aware of the ethical dilemmas that may follow. In par-

by giving them a recommendation about the investment

ticular, this applies to the use of our customers’ data.

profile that best matches their risk tolerance in relation

Therefore, in 2019, we prepared full documentation of

to their pension savings. Here, we see a tendency for a

how the majority of our 15 current models work, so that

lot of people not to translate the recommendation into

in principle, we can turn them inside out and see which

an active decision. Therefore, twice annually, we now fol-

variables were decisive for making decisions in our pro-

low up on everyone who completed the Investment Guide

cesses. This is not a legal requirement, but for us it is

without making a decision. We do this to make sure that

essential that our customers and advisers can get insight

they have the investment solution that suits them.

into how we use customer data.
Development in this field is moving so fast that leg-

Responsible use of artificial intelligence

islation struggles to keep up, and companies’ ethical

We always try to keep up with developments – including

compasses therefore play a significant role. We have

technological ones. In recent years, new opportunities

already worked into our model framework the require-

in artificial intelligence and machine learning particular-

ments and guidelines which are set out by the Danish

ly have gained momentum. Here, algorithms are being

Financial Supervisory Authority and the industry associ-

used to find patterns across customers’ data and cre-

ation Insurance & Pension Denmark (IPD) in relation to

ate new insights. 2019 has truly been a year in which we

transparency and ethical use of artificial intelligence. We

developed solutions for customers and advisors based

are also at the forefront of the legal requirements that

on artificial intelligence to ensure greater relevance to

the EU is expected to announce in early 2020. In fact, we

the individual customer. The ambition is for this to free

want companies to go further than legislation dictates.

up time for more personal advice and contact where it is

This is an issue we brought up for discussion with politi-

most needed.

cians and major companies at Folkemødet 2019, and we
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have been a driving force in developing a code of con-

customer can move forward. In this way, the custom-

duct for responsible algorithms which was published

er representative acknowledged 87 of the 166 cases. In

during Folkemødet. In 2020, we want to open up even

addition to solving each case involving a dissatisfied cus-

more, and transparency is one of our key areas of focus

tomer, we actively use insights from customers to find

for the year.

solutions that can prevent similar cases in the future for
the benefit of our other customers.
We are aware that we are not perfect, and therefore
also want to be open about the specific issues that
underlie customer dissatisfaction. The subjects are
described in this overview, which also explains how we

Where does the data come from?

are trying to address the dissatisfaction.

The data we use in our algorithms is derived partly
from PFA’s source systems, which contain the data
customers have provided in connection with advi-

When dissatisfaction turns into complaints

sory services, and partly from customer behaviour

Occasionally, dissatisfaction becomes a complaint – for

on our own networks like pfa.dk and mitpfa.dk.

example, over a decision or case processing. Our work

This is further complemented by data from pub-

with complaints is just as structured as our work with

lic sources such as the Civil Registration System

enquiries to the customer representative, in order to

and the Central Business Register. We monitor the

minimise unfortunate experiences going forward. In

databases and have data specialists who contin-

2019, we anchored the processing of complaints about

uously check that the algorithms are functioning

advisory services and administration in a single area,

properly.

Customers & Services, which is the area that holds
overall responsibility for our private, corporate and
organisational customers. We did this to ensure more
consistent and timely handling of the complaints.

We learn from dissatisfied customers
While we do our best, with some 1.3 million custom-

We have a strong focus on our response times in the

ers, it is inevitable that some customers will have a bad

complaints department, and 94 per cent of complain-

experience with PFA from time to time, or that for some

ants get a response within three days. This is a time

reason or other, a dialogue will be deadlocked. We pay

limit which is laid down in legislation. The same applies

great attention to critical customer enquiries and we

to our seven-day deadline, within which we strive to

familiarise ourselves with customers’ situations before

ensure that customers always receive either a response

an enquiry develops into an actual complaint. That is

or a status update. In 2019, we saw an increase in com-

why we also have a customer representative who is

plaints of 15 per cent. Thus, in 2019, we received 478

tasked with seeing things through the eyes of the cus-

complaints, compared to 417 in 2018. The number of

tomer and ensuring that customers feel heard and taken

customers whose complaints were acknowledged as

seriously. In 2019, our customer representative pro-

being justified dropped from 17 per cent to 14.

cessed 166 cases. This is a decrease from 2018, when
198 cases were processed. The decline should be seen in

If a customer is dissatisfied with the processing of their

light of PFA having been without a customer represent-

complaint, the complaint may be brought before the

ative for two months, and it therefore being impossible

Insurance Complaints Board. In recent years, we have

to process more than a very few cases during that time.

seen a trend of fewer cases being escalated this far.

But at the same time, it should be taken into account

This trend continued in 2019, when PFA received 64

that in 2019, 8,000 new private customers joined PFA.

new cases on the Insurance Complaints Board. This is a
decrease compared to 2018, when there were 71 new

34

The customer representative resolves most enquiries by

cases. Considering that we have approximately 1.3 mil-

talking the process through with the customer, explain-

lion customers, the proportion of complaints board

ing the sometimes-complex pension rules, giving advice,

cases is very low. 78 per cent of decisions were in favour

and possibly speeding up the case processing so the

of PFA, and we saw an increase of 125 per cent in cases
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where decisions were partially in favour of customers.
These are cases in which both the customer and PFA got
something out of the complaints board’s decision. As
a customer-owned company, we are very conscious of
making payouts to our customers on the right grounds,
because the community pays. Therefore, it is important
that we have the Insurance Complaints Board for cases
where there is disagreement, and we always accept the
decisions of the board.

Subject

Challenge

Task

Case processing time

Increased activity has led to some

We are still working hard in the

customers experiencing longer

departments to reduce the waiting

processing times, which is frustra-

time. This includes working to train

ting for the individual customer.

new employees in the area and

This applies to the PFA Claims

automating simple services which

Centre, among other things.

can free up resources for more
complex cases.

Advisory services and information

Refusal of insurance cover

We strive to communicate as

For specific letters or subjects that

accurately as possible when provi-

give rise to misunderstandings or

ding advisory services and sending

errors, we respond to improve our

letters. In some cases, however,

communication. We also work with

misunderstandings may occur, or a

intelligent data understanding to

customer may receive information

create even more targeted dia-

that is incomplete or incorrect.

logue solutions for customers.

Rejection of an application for

We are aware that a refusal is of

insurance cover can lead to disap-

great importance to the individual.

pointment, and customers can be

Therefore, we work hard to show

puzzled by refusals.

understanding for the customer’s
situation and explain the reasons
for the refusal in a proper way.
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PFA as a workplace
2019 saw a continued high level of commitment among PFA’s employees. They can look back on a year
which contained the inauguration of the first section of PFA’s rebuilt headquarters, the next step in agile
development, more senior and health measures and an engaging debate on PFA’s corporate responsibility.

Employee satisfaction and commitment are prerequisites

other construction. Our goal has been to find solutions

for us delivering good solutions and experiences to our

to any challenges together, and it will continue this way

customers and creating a positive impact on the soci-

in 2020, when we embark on the second stage of the

ety of which we are a part. Because job satisfaction is

reconstruction.

infectious. Therefore, in 2019 we worked on a number of
measures to ensure that PFA continues to be an attrac-

The next step of the agile development

tive workplace with a good framework for daily work and

Collaboration across disciplines and departments is also

openness around our business goals and responsibilities.

something that PFA has invested heavily in in recent
years, and today we have about 300 employees linked to

An ultra-modern workplace with room for new

four organisational development tracks working accord-

communities

ing to the agile method. The working method – which

When it comes to PFA as a workplace, it is obvious to

is characterised by flexible planning in short intervals

focus initially on the physical facilities in which employ-

between those who are developing and those who will

ees collaborate every day. In December, we opened

use the solution – has already resulted in acceleration

the doors to the main building of PFA’s new headquar-

of the pace at which we can deliver solutions to cus-

ters, which has undergone a remarkable transformation

tomers. In 2019, we took further steps to develop the

over the last year of rebuilding. The worn rooms of the

agile working method. Among other things, even great-

old headquarters have now been replaced with modern

er responsibility for deliveries was assigned to the agile

office facilities.

areas by anchoring them organisationally under an area
manager. At the same time, employees became more

The new office space encourages moving around more,

comfortable with the working method. Our engagement

depending on the task you are carrying out, the peo-

survey of employees who work in the agile areas shows

ple you are working with and the needs you have during

that satisfaction has increased since 2018. For example,

a working day. This is all to better support our work

the percentage who would recommend PFA as a work-

and bring our knowledge into play. Specifically, it means

place has increased by 15 per cent.

that the traditional workstations have been supplemented with additional types of available rooms and

Young adults are involved in innovative solutions

spaces where employees can immerse themselves, work

In 2019, PFA continued our efforts to position our-

in teams or hold informal meetings. There are no fixed

selves as an attractive workplace for students and young

seats, because in a modern and agile corporate culture,

adults, and during the year, we welcomed many new

development and knowledge sharing does not hap-

graduates and finance students, among others. In addi-

pen the way it used to as much: at the desk behind the

tion to this, among other initiatives, we held our first

screen. Instead, it happens through dialogue and in the

hackathon, where employees aged under 30 were invit-

community. At the new headquarters, there has also

ed to pool their brains and hack some of the strategic

been a focus on space for social activities. This includes

issues we are dealing with as a company: How do we

an employee bar and a coffee shop – Café 1917 – where

move young adults from being passive savers to co-in-

both customers and employees can sit in soft furniture

vestors? And how can PFA help young adults in jobs to

and enjoy a coffee which has been made by a barista.

avoid stress? First and foremost, we do this to contribute to an attractive working environment where young

This year has also seen the relocation of employees, and

adults have the opportunity to bring their knowledge

great efforts have been made to carry out the recon-

into play across business areas. Secondly, we do it to get

struction with as little impact on daily life as possible.

the young adults’ input on alternative solutions and per-

We have continuously informed people about the con-

spectives on these issues.

struction process and about changes in Nordhavn due to
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Opportunities in late-life career
When it comes to older employees, the framework must
be in place for them to have a meaningful and motivating late-life career, including a flexible transition
to retirement. In 2019, we replaced our existing sen-

New sports centre with many opportunities:

ior policy with a late-career policy which embraces the

The new headquarters has a large sports centre

opportunities available to employees in late-life career.

with facilities for indoor and outdoor exercise, so

The opportunities relate to working hours, organisation

that together, staff can get their heart rates up and

of work, freedom and leave, work content, responsibil-

have fun. The sports centre can be used for team

ity and development. The aim is to create a framework

activities or for exercise classes offered through

that makes it attractive to talented employees in this

the employee club PFA Sports, which currently has

age group to apply for jobs at PFA, and that allows us to

320 members. PFA also offers free exercise class-

retain our competent senior staff for longer than before.

es for employees – including yoga, which has a

This is being done in line with our general recommenda-

stress-reducing effect. In addition, at the end of

tions in the area and the specific solutions we offer our

2019 we introduced mobility training, a new class

customers, which have been described in the chapter A

that prevents and relieves pain in the neck, shoul-

Good Senior Life on page 24.

ders, lower back and spine. We are going to test the
effect of the training by monitoring a number of
participants over a process spanning three months.

New health initiatives focusing on movement
We want to contribute actively to creating a framework
for a healthier working life at all stages of life. This also
applies to PFA as a workplace. In 2019, we prepared a
health policy which aimed to strengthen each employee’s health, well-being and energy level. The policy was

Keep your balance courses: In 2019, we offered

intended to inspire employees to prioritise their health,

employees the ‘Keep your balance’ course, which

and in 2019, we worked with specific health measures

focuses on preventing stress for individual employ-

that focused on movement in everyday life and mental

ees. We started out by offering 30 places, but

energy. These are two of the key elements of our health

more than 400 employees have now completed

strategy.

the course, which remains in demand.

Selected health initiatives in 2019

Continued high engagement among employees
Engaged employees are essential for us to develop and
fulfil our strategy. In 2019, employee engagement scored
a total of 5.9 on a scale from 1–7. That is the result of
our annual engagement survey, which was completed by a whole 91 per cent of employees. The result is in

Movement in everyday life: In our new head-

line with that of 2018 and remains considerably higher

quarters, we have focused on the design of

than the average in the rest of the finance and insurance

individual workstations, allowing greater flexibility

sector, which stands at 5.3. Our employees’ satisfac-

through having shared workstations, soft furniture

tion with coming to work has increased by 0.1 to 5.9

and project tables. Furthermore, new ergonomic

since 2018. This is 0.7 points higher than the rest of

chairs provide variation in sitting positions, which

the industry. The survey also shows that employees are

is essential for sedentary work. At the same time,

highly engaged, value their professional competences

solutions which are intended to inspire movement

highly, find their work meaningful, and would recom-

have been integrated. These include longer dis-

mend PFA to others as a workplace. At the same time,

tances between restroom facilities and bins, so

there has been a slight improvement in the balance

you have to get up and walk to meet basic needs.

between work and private life since 2018.
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Support for the homeless
and socially disadvantaged
Over the years, PFA Brug Livet Fonden has supported several projects and organisations that help homeless people. One
of these causes is Projekt Husvild, which was supported in
2015. Among other things, Projekt Husvild distributes clothes
and dog food to homeless people’s dogs – and offers a listening ear.
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There are still places where we can get better. For exam-

we increased our focus on corporate responsibility and

ple, in accessing the information and tools which are

on the five Global Goals which we particularly contrib-

needed to perform tasks effectively. This is the only

ute to towards our employees in 2019. This was done

point where, at 5.3, PFA scores below the industry aver-

through i.a. a series of articles, videos and activities

age of 5.5. We will work to improve this, and among

about our actions and beliefs. For example, 98 employ-

other things, we are in the process of strengthening the

ees participated in a panel discussion with PFA’s group

IT foundation in order to provide more stable systems.

CFO and two NGOs where, under the headline ‘Are we
as responsible as we say we are?’, we invited employees
to enquire into PFA’s work in responsible investment. We

37 per cent women in PFA’s management

also encouraged employees to come up with ideas for

PFA has a target of at least 40 per cent for our pro-

how we can turn the Global Goals into everyday objec-

portion of female managers. By the end of 2019, the

tives at PFA. Several of the suggestions have already

proportion was at 37 per cent, which is 3 per cent below

been put into use. Among them is an invitation to sep-

target. In recent years the proportion of female manag-

arate organic material from other waste when clearing

ers has varied a bit, as the proportion of women in PFA’s

the table after lunch. Moreover, all approximately 1300

management was 41 per cent in 2016, 36 in 2017 and 39

employees are helping to spread the message of PFA’s

per cent in 2018. We are particularly aware of the fact

work with the UN Global Goals, as their icons are inte-

that the proportion of female directors/vice presidents

grated into our email signatures.

has dropped in recent years. At the end of 2019, women
accounted for 18 per cent of directors/vice presidents

This strengthened involvement is intended to increase

and 0 per cent of the Executive Board.

employee awareness of the role we play in society and
to help create meaning and motivation in working life.

PFA is a demanding workplace which hires the most

These are important goals for PFA, which is why we also

qualified employees, and we want women and men to

examined our employees’ knowledge of the subject in

have equal opportunities to build a career. Among other

2019. The study showed that employees have become

things, this means that we want a broad recruitment

more aware of our corporate responsibility work and of

base and that we strive for an even gender distribution

the UN Global Goals over the year. For example, the pro-

in development programmes and networks. Our poli-

portion of employees who know the Global Goals has

cy on gender composition among managers contains a

grown by 21 per cent.

number of concrete actions which aim to increase the
proportion of the underrepresented sex among managers at PFA. Among other things, these actions include
recruitment processes, promotion processes and development plans. For example, in the communication of our
employer branding and employer value proposition, we
focus on both sexes. We are also constantly expanding
our managers’ recruitment training, into which our policy
is integrated, and when PFA uses external consultants to
fill managerial positions, our rule is that at least one candidate of each sex is presented.
In connection with PFA’s new group strategy, an initiative will be launched that can help increase diversity
among managers in PFA, including in relation to gender.
The first steps were taken in 2019.
From Global Goals to everyday objectives
In recent years, there has been a growing awareness of
climate challenges and the need to find new and more
sustainable solutions. This also applies to PFA, where
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Status of goals and initiatives in 2019
In 2019, PFA worked with the strategic initiatives and objectives which were defined for the year in 2018. The initiatives were divided into four areas of focus which our corporate responsibility policy and CR strategy (‘Investing in
a sustainable society 2017–2020’), are based on: Responsible value creation, Society, Customers and Employees. In
this way, our CR strategy, PFA’s corporate responsibility policy and our policy for responsible investments and active
ownership are linked to concrete and measurable initiatives. Many of the initiatives have been described in the annual report within this report, and the table below shows an overview of all the initiatives with page references to more
detailed descriptions where appropriate.

Activity completed

Activity continues

CR initiatives by area

Status at the end of 2019

Responsible value creation

1.

Further development of our approach to
voting at listed companies’ AGMs.

Implementation of the climate strategy in
PFA’s Danish property portfolio
2.

and assurance that PFA’s equity portfolio’s CO2 footprint remains below global
index emissions.

Development of a more user-friend3.

ly log of PFA’s ownership dialogues with
companies.

In 2019 we formalised our guidelines for voting, and from
the 2020 season for financial statements, we will be able
to report on them. PFA’s voting is described on page 12.
In 2019, we worked to anchor a method of integrating
the Paris Agreement in our Danish property portfolio. The
method provides an overview of total energy consumption
to be used in future efforts to optimise properties’ energy
consumption.
At the end of 2019, we were nearly 16 per cent below the
world index. See reporting on the carbon footprint of our
equity portfolio on pages 14 and 69.
We want to be open about the work we do as an active
owner, which is why we developed a new digital log in
2019 which, in addition to providing an overview of our
ownership dialogues, also shows their progress. The log
will be implemented at pfa.dk in 2020.

In order to ensure compliance with our
desire for responsible practices, PFA has
a code of conduct in relation to suppli4.

ers and investment partners for when we
invest and co-operate. We wish to anchor
the work by using the Code of Conduct
for suppliers and investment partners as
a key part of the contracting process.
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We have continued the work of ensuring that our partners
know about and comply with our guidelines for accountability and good practice. For example, we have conducted
random sampling and initiated dialogues with several suppliers who did not sign our Code of Conduct. Read more
on page 60.

Society

5.

Integration of the UN Global Goals in
investment activities.

Co-operation with PFA Brug Livet Fond6.

en’s causes to raise awareness about the
well-being of children and young adults.

7.

8.

Revitalisation of PFA Brug Livet Fonden’s
selection of the Causes of the Year.

Special efforts to create long-term solutions for a good transition to life in the
third age.

In 2019, we particularly focused on opportunities of
investment in the green transition and sustainable energy, supporting Global Goals 7 and 13. Within this, we have
focused on collecting more data about our existing investments in sustainable energy so that we can calculate and
report on the footprint going forward.

PFA’s co-operation with the causes is described in the chapter on PFA Brug Livet Fonden, page 28.

In 2019, PFA Brug Livet Fonden referred more causes to the
foundation’s board for the selection of Causes of the Year
than we did previously. This was done to give smaller, local
causes a chance to get support. Read about the selection on
pages 28–29.
Among other things, PFA participated in the government’s
seniors think tank for a longer and healthy working life and
contributed concrete recommendations. Read about the
recommendations on page 24. In addition, we developed a
model for partial pension and the PFA Late-Life Career concept for our customers. Read more about this on pages
25–26.

Customers

9.

10.

11.

12.

Develop and implement an effort for work
on responsible algorithms.

Strategic partnerships focused on creating
solutions for a healthier and better working life

Transparency about what positive impacts
PFA’s investments have on society.

Launch a pilot project, arising from
Studie60+, for companies which want to
help test solutions in practice.

PFA prepared an operational model framework for our work
on the use of data and responsible algorithms. The work on
responsible algorithms is described on page 33.
In 2019, along with the Lederne organisation, PFA held two
Advisory Table meetings which will result in a report containing specific recommendations for stress management. These
efforts are described on page 20. PFA also co-operates with
SUND Hub at the University of Copenhagen, where we contribute to the development of new digital health solutions.
In 2019, we focused on collecting more data on our existing investments in, for example, offshore wind, biofuels and
solar cells, so that we can calculate how much green energy
is produced across our investments. We also joined GRESB.
This allows us to gather data on unlisted investments so that
we can eventually report and communicate more accurately about the impact of our investments. This is described in
more detail on page 11.
PFA has developed PFA Late-Life Career, which, among other
things, comprises a training course for HR professionals and
managers, a dialogue guide for late-life career dialogues in
the workplace, and the option of individual coaching courses for each employee. PFA Late-Life Career has been tested
in two major companies, conceptualised, and is now being
offered to all our customers. Read more on pages 25–26.
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Our staff

13.

Anchoring of our work with the UN Global
Goals at PFA.

Strategic skills development for employees
14.

so that they are better prepared for a digital world.

In 2019, PFA had an increased focus on corporate responsibility and the five Global Goals which we are contributing to
in particular through a series of articles, videos and engaging activities. Read more on page 39.
In 2019, we continued to digitise relevant manual processes.
Among other things, this development means that employees can train themselves to spot possible processes and
mature them with a view to automation. Additionally, work
on improving our digital competences is handled through
our lateral development.

Continuation of existing efforts

Pilot project focusing on the utilisation of
properties in a more resource-efficient way.

PFA is working with the Copenhagen Municipality on strategic activation of a property to be used by PFA in the future.
The collaboration is taking place in connection with the
Innovation District Sydhavn municipal initiative, and the
property is being used by smaller entrepreneurial companies
which can test their customer base in the region in the coming years.

16.

Establishment of a diversity policy.

PFA has a diversity policy for the Board of Directors of PFA
but has yet to realise a diversity policy for employees. This
effort will be taken up as part of work on PFA’s strategy for
2020–2023.

17.

Responsible investments: Holding of at
least 10 Responsible Investment Board
meetings.

PFA’s Responsible Investment Board held 11 meetings in
2019.

18.

Strategic partnerships with organisations
that help groups where specific employee
skills are brought into play.

PFA has continued the Velkommen Hjem (Welcome Home)
mentoring scheme, which is described on page 64. We are
also looking into the possibility of starting up a mentoring
scheme involving PFA Brug Livet Fonden’s causes, linking
them closer to PFA.

15.

Structured NGO and customer dialogue
19.

on high-priority initiatives for corporate
responsibility.
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Dialogues with NGOs and customers are an important contribution to forging partnerships for action. A list of dialogue
meetings can be found on page 60. In addition, we have invited journalists, NGOs and PFA’s Customer Board respectively
to a seminar on our work with responsible investments.

Objectives and initiatives for 2020
As the table shows, several of the initiatives for 2019 will continue in 2020. In addition, in connection with the evaluation of the CR efforts in 2019, we identified a number of new goals and initiatives for 2020. These have been defined
terms of an assessment of how PFA can best contribute positively to society. The specific activities involved in the
efforts will be finally defined in 2020.

2020 efforts
• Develop a comprehensive strategy for PFA’s responsibility work for the period 2020–2023 on the basis of PFA’s new
Commercial Responsibility 2023 strategy.
• Increase our focus on making clear to each customer what impact our investments – and thus their pension savings
– have on society.
• Integrate a method for creating greater transparency about the social and environmental impact of our investments
in unlisted companies.
• Develop a comprehensive review of PFA’s contribution to UN Global Goals numbers 3, 7, 12, 13 and 17.
• As an active owner, we want to influence the companies we invest in in a sustainable direction. We want to be more
proactive in this area, and in 2020 we will work to develop our approach further.
• Develop and implement a new, green savings solution for our customers.
• Enter into partnerships with a focus on creating solutions for a healthier and better working life.
• Efforts in co-operation with i.a. PFA Brug Livet Fonden’s causes in order to create better conditions
in the workplace for relatives of people in poor states of well-being.
• Continue efforts to anchor our recommendations for a good senior life in society and contribute solutions for a
good and long working life.
• Create additional transparency about our work with algorithms and intelligent data understanding in connection
with our solutions for customers.
• Implement initiatives that can help increase diversity at PFA.

New strategy gives rise to new initiatives
In 2020, the CR strategy ‘Investing in a sustainable society 2017–2020’ will expire. As we draw up a new strategy for
our future work with corporate responsibility, other efforts for the year will be defined and complement the above
efforts. Areas of focus for corporate responsibility will be the three streams that together make up PFA’s CR position,
as described on pages 48–49: Responsible investments, a healthier working life and a good senior life.
The new CR strategy will build on PFA’s group strategy, Commercial Responsibility 2023, which will be launched in early
2020. Accountability will thus become an even more integral part of how we develop and run the business.
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A caring adult friend for life
Some children grow up with few adults in their lives due
to divorce, death, or other reasons. Therefore, Børns Voksenvenner facilitates contact between children and adults,
giving the children an extra confidant and role model. In
2016, PFA Brug Livet Fonden supported Børns Voksenvenner, spreading knowledge of the association – right now,
around 400 children are waiting for a caring adjult friend.
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Policies, data and key figures
Policies and strategies
Roles and responsibilities in society
In our position as a company, an investor and an employer, we strive to have a positive impact on society, just
as we are aware of limiting our negative impact. As an investor, we strive to invest responsibly in companies
with sustainable business models and, if necessary, influence the companies we invest in towards a behaviour
which is more sustainable for communities, people and the environment. As a provider of health insurance,
we work to create a healthier and safer working life for our customers at all stages of life. And as a company,
we work to ensure that our employees are engaged, deploy resources optimally, are healthy, and thrive in the
workplace. Around us, society is constantly evolving in a sustainable direction. It is this sustainable development that we want to help create and support.

The framework for PFA’s corporate responsibility work
PFA’s corporate responsibility policy and the CR ‘Investing in a sustainable society 2017–2020’ strategy set the
framework for our corporate responsibility work. Our approach to, and prioritisation of, PFA’s contribution to
social development is set out in the CR strategy, ‘Investing in a sustainable society 2017–2020’. Specific objectives and activities are defined and evaluated at the beginning of each year. The annual report in the first part
of this report describes a number of the strategic initiatives for 2019, and on page 40–42 is an overview of the
status of all initiatives and objectives for 2019.

Corporate responsibility based on international conventions and guidelines
PFA’s corporate responsibility policy is based on international principles and conventions focused on respecting human rights, labour rights, the environment and anti-corruption measures. The point of departure for this
work is compliance with:
• The UN Global Compact’s 10 principles for responsible corporate behaviour, focusing on human rights, labour
rights, the environment and anti-corruption measures. PFA acceded to the principles in 2009.
• The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, which became part of PFA’s corporate responsibility policy in 2016.
• The Paris Agreement’s global climate targets for reducing greenhouse gases. These became part of PFA’s
corporate responsibility policy in 2016.
• The six UN-based principles for responsible investment, for which PFA re-registered with the Principles for
Responsible investment (PRI) organisation in 2016.
• OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting action plan (BEPS), which aims to close tax loopholes and prevent
double taxation and double non-taxation. This became part of PFA’s corporate responsibility policy in 2018.

In addition to this is compliance with our other policies and guidelines. Strategies, policies and guidelines can
all be found at pfa.dk.
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Changes in and additions to PFA’s policies and guidelines in 2019
Revised policy for responsible investments
PFA’s policy for responsible investments forms the basis of our work on integrating corporate responsibility into our investment process. In 2019, we reviewed the policy and integrated active ownership into
it. The policy has therefore been renamed as our policy for responsible investments and active ownership. This policy applies to all investments determined by PFA.
It is intended to ensure:
• That we integrate environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations into investment
decisions
• That we screen all companies in our portfolio
• That we enter into dialogue with companies which are suspected of violating the policy in order to
influence them in a more responsible direction
• That we divest or exclude companies if they are not interested in dialogue, or if dialogue with them
does not lead to positive development
• That, without dialogue, we exclude companies which produce controversial weapons such as cluster
munitions, anti-personnel landmines and nuclear weapons.
• That we are transparent about our critical dialogue and exclusion list, so that, among other things,
our external investment funds can ensure that the investments are consistent with our policy.
Clarification of responsible tax behaviour
In 2018, we expanded our policy for responsible investments with a section on responsible tax behaviour, and in 2019, we clarified our approach to this area regarding companies that do not meet our
requirements. If we find that companies are not complying with the requirements, as an active investor,
we will always try to change their behaviour through dialogue, but in our policy we have amplified that
we will consider abandoning the investment. There may be investments that we cannot get out of. In
such cases we will consider not entering into new partnerships with the party in question.
Guidelines for submitting votes
In 2019, we formalised our guidelines for voting at Danish and foreign companies’ AGMs. Among other
things, the guidelines pertain to capital structure, remuneration, shareholder rights and sustainability.

Anchoring of corporate responsibility work
PFA’s policies have been adopted by the Board of Directors of PFA, and our group management holds overall responsibility for CR. Daily work on CR and the co-ordination of efforts are done by the CR manager, in
collaboration with other departments and companies in the PFA Group. The CR Manager is part of Group Communication & External Relations.
Responsibility for compliance with the policy of responsible investments and active ownership lies with the PFA’s
Responsible Investment Board. The board meets on a monthly basis and regularly assesses the progress of cases
where we are in critical dialogue with companies. The board consists of PFA’s CFO, management and employees
from PFA Asset Management, the Vice President of Group Communications & External Relations and the CR Manager. PFA’s CFO is the chairman of the board. The terms of reference for the board can be found at pfa.dk.
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Three focus areas for PFA’s societal contribution
In 2018, PFA completed a thorough materiality assessment to identify opportunities and risks for PFA. Based
on the assessment, at the end of 2018, we defined a CR position which supports PFA’s business and desire to
contribute to sustainable societal development. This work culminated in a concrete CR position with the title:
We think about the future. In 2019, a framework for our CR position was defined, consisting of three streams
which are closely aligned with PFA’s commercial tasks: Responsible investment, a healthier working life and
a good senior life. We work to create the best possible future through these three areas of focus, which is
reflected in the structure of the report’s annual report section.
For each stream, a number of specific initiatives have been defined which have been launched over the past
year. The organisation of the implementation of the position has consisted of an overarching coordination
group with representatives from relevant business areas and working groups for each of the three streams,
which ensures that activities are carried out. The efforts are described in the annual report, in the first part of
the report.
Over the course of 2019, we involved various stakeholders in our work on the three focus areas. Among other
things, this included dialogue with the PFA’s customer board which provided feedback and input on the prioritisation of focus areas. We also held dialogue seminars with NGOs and pension brokers on our work on
responsible investments, and we involved our employees in our corporate responsibility work.
This work will continue in 2020, where the co-ordination group will take part in developing a new CR strategy,
as PFA’s CR strategy ‘Investing in a sustainable society 2017–2020’ will expire in 2020. The new strategy will be
linked to the business even more closely.

Compliance with requirements and obligations for corporate responsibility
This report covers the PFA Group and forms part of management’s review of the Group’s annual report
for 2019. The report comprises the statutory report on corporate responsibility and the statutory
report on the gender composition of management, cf. Sections 132a and 132b of the Order on Financial
Reports for Insurance Companies and Multi-Employer Occupational Pension Funds. The report also meets
the recommendations on active ownership from the Committee on Corporate Governance (Komitéen for
God Selskabsledelse). The report covers the period 1 January to 31 December 2019.
At the same time, the reports in question constitute PFA’s Communication on Progress (COP) to the United Nations, which concerns the implementation of the UN Global Compact’s 10 principles.
• On page 50 is an overview that explains how PFA has worked during the year to comply with the principles of human and labour rights, climate, environment and anti-corruption.
• On page 51 is an overview describing how PFA complies with the recommendations on corporate
governance from the Committee on Corporate Governance
• On page 52 is also an overview of how PFA contributes to the realisation of certain UN Global Goals
for sustainable development.
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Framework

Mission

Streams

Position

A three-streamed CR position that links business operations with opinions and solutions

We have the future in mind

Responsible investments

A healthier working life

A good senior life

Highest returns are generated
through investments in
companies with sustainable
business models

A healthier working life
throughout all phases of life

The best possibilities for
creating an active and good life
during the third age

Transparency

Proactive approach

The UN’s Global Goals

We want to be transparent and
communicate proactively about
dilemmas and challenges in
dialogue with stakeholders, in
the public debate and at pfa.dk

We want to be active owners
and raise our profile for
relevant themes such as tax
and climate

We want to back the
sustainable development of
the society of which we are
part

We want to develop new
health solutions to our
customers

We have given five of the 17
global goals special priority:
goals number 3, 7, 12, 13 and
17

We want to contribute with our
knowledge to create a better
framework for seniors at the
workplace
We enter into partnerships
to cooperate on innovative
solutions for the benefit of our
customers and society
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Overview of the implementation of the
Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact
PFA’s framework for the work with corporate responsibility is based on the Ten Principles of the UN Global
Compact, including the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. Consequently, the activities and
results described in this report also include the Ten Principles. The table below describes on which pages in the
report the various principles are dealt with and to which extent we have been engaged in the subjects under
each principle.
Global Compact
Principle

PFA activities
• Corporate responsibility policy, Policy on responsible investments

Page in
CR report
46-47

and CR strategy 2017-2020.

Principles 1-10

• Screening of PFA’s equity and bond portfolio.

10-11

• Engagement dialogue with companies that violate PFA’s policy

12-13

for responsible investments and active ownership.
• Responsible Investment Board meetings, assessments and

47

decisions.
• Code of Conduct and risk assessment of suppliers.
• Human rights due diligence in PFA’s work on implementing the UN
Principles 1-2

60
11-12

Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights in the investment

Human rights

process (UNGP). Hereafter follows other business areas in PFA.

Principles 3-6
Labour rights

• Development and anchoring of human rights heatmap.

10-11

• Employee satisfaction, health initiatives and competence

36-37

development.
• Due diligence and the work with handling climate risks in the

11

investment process.
• PFA reports on the exposure to carbon emissions in the equity
Principles 7-9

portfolio

Climate and

13-14
17

• PFA has prepared guidelines and a method for the work with

environment

mapping carbon emissions in the Danish property portfolio.

66-69

• PFA accounts for our own environmental and energy impact resulting from our office premises and describes the sustainability
measures which are part of the renovation of the PFA domicile.
• An area which PFA focuses on when screening and engaging in

57

dialogue with companies and business partners
• PFA has kept the focus on integrating processes and training all
Principle 10
Anti-corruption

and terrorist financing as well as in protection of personal data.
• PFA has initiated a mapping and assessment of the in-house
processes to prevent that employees are involved in corruption
and money laundering.
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employees with the PFA Group in prevention of money laundering
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Overview of the implementation of the
Committee on Corporate Governance’s 7
recommendations for active ownership
Adopted

Reason for partly adopting/
not adopting recommendation:

Yes

PFA’s policy for responsible investments and active ownership is made public at pfa.dk together
with the guidelines and methods that PFA uses as
a basis of its implementation of the policy.

Yes

PFA is in a continuous dialogue with the companies in which it invests, and PFA uses its right to
vote at the general meetings. The procedure depends on the size of investments, equity interest
and the possibility of contacting the company directly. PFA’s dialogue with companies may, among
other things, concern value creation, corporate
governance, strategy and corporate responsibility. PFA’s screening of companies is described on
pages 10-13.

Yes

PFA’s policy allows PFA to:
• express its views at a general meeting
• hold meetings with the management
• cooperate with other investors
• vote for or against proposed resolutions at
general meetings
• divest its position.

Yes

PFA is for instance cooperating through its IT
membership of PRI and NEC with other investors
on active ownership. Read about PFA’s other
cooperative partners on pages 11, 13 and 16. The
specification of the companies in which a breach
of PFA’s policy has been confirmed is published at
pfa.dk. The specification also includes PFA’s cooperative relations on the dialogue.

Yes

PFA’s approach to voting at companies’ general
meetings is described in the Policy for responsible
investments and active ownership. Please read
more about voting on page 12.

6. Conflicts of interest
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS that the policy on active
ownership includes a description of how to identify and
handle conflicting interests related to active ownership.

Yes

It is PFA’s Responsible Investment Board which
assesses the progress in dialogue with companies.
Any conflicting interests among the employees are
covered by PFA’s guidelines for handling conflicts
of interest.

7. Reporting
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS that institutional investors
report on their active ownership activities, including any
voting activity, at least once a year.

Yes

PFA reports annually on active ownership activities
and results. See page 10 and 57. Furthermore, PFA
regularly updates its log of ownership dialogue at
pfa.dk.

Recommendation
1. Policy for active ownership
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS that institutional investors
publish a policy on active ownership in connection with
share investments in Danish listed companies.

2. Monitoring and dialogue
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS that institutional investors
monitor and enter into dialogue with the companies in which
they invest, with due regard to the investment strategy and
principle of proportionality.

3. Escalation
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS that institutional investors,
as part of the policy on active ownership, define how they
can escalate their active ownership beyond the regular
monitoring and dialogue.

4. Cooperation with other investors
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS that institutional investors,
as part of the policy on active ownership, consider how
they cooperate with other investors with the purpose of
achieving increased reach and impact.

5. Voting policy
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS that institutional investors,
as part of the policy on active ownership, adopt a voting
policy and are willing to inform whether and how they have
voted.
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How PFA contributes to the UN Global
Goals
PFA backs UN’s 17 Global Goals for sustainable development, and, in 2018, we selected five goals which we
want to contribute to and have linked in our business strategy. This applies to global goals 3, 7, 12, 13 and 17.
We especially want to realise the goals for climate and sustainability through our investment focus.
The table here shows how we link the five goals to our business illustrated through specific examples. A number of the activities are described in detail in the annual report.
In 2020, we will make a special effort to prepare an overall status of our contributions on the five goals.

UN Global Goals

Specific initiatives
1. PFA has engaged in new initiatives for promoting good health
and well-being in Denmark. We entered into a partnership, which
Good health and
well-being
(UN Global Goal 3)

is meant to help create healthier digital habits – both in the private sphere and at the workplace.
2. We cooperate with SUND Hub at the University of Copenhagen, where PFA is contributing to the development of new digital
health solutions. Read more on page 22.

1. PFA has invested in renewable energy sources such as the
Affordable and
clean energy and
Climate action
(UN Global Goals 7
& 13)

world’s biggest offshore wind farm and is in this way contributing
to the green transition.
2. We climate screen the equity portfolio to underpin the targets
of the Paris Agreement.
3. We have developed a method for incorporation of the Paris
Agreement into our Danish property portfolio. Read more on
page 17.

1. When PFA invests, we focus on responsible consumption and
Responsible
consumption and
production
(UN Global Goal 12)

production as well as on sustainability when we plan new property investments or major renovations of existing properties.
2. We keep in focus that the companies which PFA invest in are
based on long-term sustainable business models that consider
both human rights, climate, environment and corporate governance. Read more on pages 10-16.

Partnerships for
the goals
(UN Global Goal 17)
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1. PFA has invested in the Investment Fund for Developing Countries’ new fund, Danish SDG Investment Fund. The fund is a public
private cooperation with the purpose of investing in companies
and projects which are to deal with the societal challenges that
stand out in the 17 Global Goals.
2. We are a part of Nordic Engagement Cooperation (NEC), which
is a cooperation engaged in dialogue with companies in the investment area. Our partnerships in the health area are described
above.

Due diligence and risk assessment
PFA worked with implementing due diligence processes more extensively in the investment area during 2019
– both in relation to climate screening and screening for violation of human rights. The experience we have
gained regarding climate screenings has been included in the work with developing a climate screening method intended for the Danish property portfolio. Another area in which we are working with due diligence is the
area of artificial intelligence (AI). Concurrently with PFA’s integration of AI in solutions for the customers, we
also set goals to develop a strategy for responsible algorithms. This report describes the activities of the year
in the work with due diligence and the areas where we are planning a focused effort in 2020.
PFA has still been working on a risk assessment of the CR efforts through analyses and dialogue with customers and stakeholders. The assessment is also included in the evaluation of the CR efforts. The purpose of the
risk assessment is to ensure that the applied processes are solid and that the prioritised efforts prevents the
risks identified. The table below lists the subjects of the risk assessment, and, based on our experience from
2019 and our targets for 2020, we have updated the assessment in relation to PFA’s possibilities and preventive efforts.

Risks

PFA’s options

Preventive measures

Invest in green transition.

Climate considerations are included in
the policy for responsible investments
and active ownership.

Explain PFA’s in-house efforts to
reduce the environmental impact.

Measure and communicate about PFA’s
green accounts and climate screening
model for the equity portfolio.

Reduce CO2 emissions in PFA’s properties and other portfolios.

PFA has initiated an energy mapping
of the Danish property portfolio in
2019. The objective is a climate neutral
Danish property portfolio in 2050.

Be open about PFA’s investment processes and the integration of the UN
conventions.

Report and publish texts and investment lists at pfa.dk.

Increase data integration to monitor
the companies in PFA’s portfolio of
listed companies.

Implement PFA’s action plan for integration of the UN Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights.

Increase the knowledge of PFA’s policies and guidelines for the work with
responsible investments.

PFA screens companies and aims
at integrating ESG data into the all
investment processes.

Responsible value creation

Negative impact on environment and
climate.

That PFA through its investments contribute to illegal activities such as
violation of human rights.

PFA has a tax policy on how PFA is to
act in this area.

That PFA is linked to unethical tax
practice through its investments or
investment partners.

Heighten the knowledge of PFA’s tax
policy and guidelines for how responsible tax practice is dealt with in the
investment process.

In cooperation with other companies,
PFA has prepared a mutual set of principles of how asset managers ought to
act in the tax area.
PFA has a Code of Conduct describing PFA’s expectations of counterparts
and partners in the investment area.
PFA screens listed and unlisted investments to comply with PFA’s tax policy.
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That transparency on the dialogue
with a company about active ownership results in the company losing
confidence in the dialogue.

Transparency permits the affected
parties to be informed about progress
of a dialogue.

It is PFA’s objective to increase transparency in the work with active
ownership, but it is also necessary to
find a balance in relation to transparency and dialogue with the company.

That suppliers and business partners
violate human rights.

Heighten the knowledge of the UN
Global Compact and the work with
responsible corporate practice among
suppliers.

PFA has a Code of Conduct and works
with responsible management of suppliers. It is PFA’s objective to update
its Code of Conduct to ensure extensive embedding in the process of
concluding contracts in 2019.

Society
Cooperate with the industry and conPFA is a member of relevant
tribute with knowledge and experience
trade organisations, networks
to raise awareness of pension, health
and governmental initiatives.
insurance and the work with responsible investments.
Losing credibility by PFA not living up
to the expectations as a market leader that contributes to developments in
society.

Contribute to the public debate wherever relevant.

PFA contributes to the public debate
through contributions to the press and
by holding conferences, participating
in Folkemødet in Bornholm, etc.

Dialogue with customers and other
stakeholders to identify the expectations of PFA.

PFA has a customer board, a senior
customer board, a customer panel and
a systematised dialogue with stakeholders to be able to incorporate
knowledge and feedback in its work.

Customers
Increase the understanding of private
PFA offers digital advisory tools such
finances and pension conditions as
as a pension check-up and the Investwell as facilitate the customers’ access
ment Guide.
through digital solutions.

Incorrect advice to customers or
dissatisfied customers.

Education and certification of PFA’s
advisers.

Dissatisfied customers have avenues
for complaint and may contact PFA’s
customer representative.

Increase the knowledge of PFA’s work
with data security and integration of
the regulations on personal data.

Misapplication of
customer data.
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PFA’s advisers all complete a certification at the Danish Insurance Academy
in advisory services within pension
and dissaving and in compliance with
the MiFID regulations.
Pfa.dk includes an overview of the
possibilities of complaint that the customers have access to.
PFA has collected and published its
recommendations.
PFA has implemented the General Data
Protection Regulation, and, every year,
all employees complete an e-learning
course on prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing and a
course on protection of personal data.

PFA has established an AI Center of
Excellence to ensure a responsible
Increase the knowledge of PFA’s
approach to the work with data and
efforts in the area of responsible algo- artificial intelligence.
rithms and ensure that the work on
PFA has prepared a model framework
artificial intelligence (AI) is conducted
which focuses on transparency in the
responsibly.
work with responsible algorithms in
2019.

2019

Employees
In 2019, PFA has initiated a mapping
and assessment of the in-house processes to prevent that employees
are involved in corruption and money
laundering.
That PFA’s employees or customers
are involved in corruption, bribery or
money laundering.

Protect customers and employees against involvement in illegal or
unethical practices.

Every year, all PFA employees complete
an e-learning course on prevention of
money laundering and terrorist financing and a course on protection of
personal data.
PFA has a whistle blower scheme
which gives employees, customers and
business partners the opportunity to
report cases.

That employees are suddenly unable to work due to illness or other
reasons.

PFA EarlyCare and PFA Active Claims
Handling help customers/employees
return to work.

Both PFA Active Claims Handling and
PFA EarlyCare focus on preventive
measures.
PFA has personnel policies and completes an annual satisfaction survey
with follow-up dialogues in the
departments.

That employees are discriminated
against or are not thriving at work.

Ensure that employees are committed,
healthy and thriving at work.

A health strategy has been prepared
for PFA.
In addition, PFA prepares a compulsory workplace assessment with focus
on the mental and physical working
environment.
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Data description
This part of the report contains PFA’s key ratios and data for its corporate responsibility work, and structurally, it follows the four key elements of PFA’s corporate responsibility policy: Responsible value creation, Society,
Customers and Employees. The purpose is to provide an overview of how PFA’s corporate responsibility policy
and the CR strategy ‘Investing in a sustainable society 2017–2020’ are being complied with, and to document
the development. The 2019 figures are thus linked with figures from the previous two years. If the numbers
have changed significantly since 2017, or a new way of calculating the numbers has been introduced, this is
described briefly in the table.
The figures in the report are based on the figures collected, compiled and used for the activities of the PFA
Group. The selection of data has been prioritised in terms of allowing the quantification of a range of activities
and objectives which are prioritised in PFA’s corporate responsibility work.

Figures collected and recorded at PFA
The figures we have collected and recorded concern the overall numbers of customers, customer enquiries,
complaints, use of products and satisfaction surveys at PFA. The calculation of the various categories has been
based on the way the individual areas calculate figures in terms of the registration of pension consultations,
emails, calls and cases handled. In addition, data for employees and staff information has been collected and
calculated within PFA. All figures have been collected after the annual statement and apply for 2019.

Figures for work on responsible investments
Data about company screenings and dialogue with companies is based on cooperation with an external supplier and a log of the companies with which PFA has been in dialogue throughout the year. Data for voting at
companies’ AGMs is based on our own statement and the number of companies for which our partner has provided analysis and assessment.

Figures on CO2 and resource consumption
For the figures on CO2 and resource consumption at PFA, several suppliers of electricity, heat, paper and
transport have been involved, all of which have provided figures for 2019. The method for calculating CO2 consumption remains the Climate Compass’ Carbon Calculator, which PFA began using in 2015. Thus, the figures
continue to be comparable. This year’s environmental report, on pages 66–69, is not comparable to those
of previous years, as we began the reconstruction of our headquarters in April 2018. The reconstruction has
resulted in approximately 800 employees being moved to other, smaller office spaces. In order to provide a
true impression of PFA’s consumption, the electricity and heat consumption for these offices has been included
in the environmental accounts for 2018 and 2019. In addition, CO2 emissions from flights have not been calculated in 2019, as it has not been possible to register all flights.

Figures for CO2 mapping of the investment area
PFA has worked to map CO2 consumption in our bond and equity portfolio based on figures provided by suppliers who calculate the total CO2 emissions of the companies. The figures, which we have published on page
69, are only compared to the 2018 figures, as there are no comparable figures from previous years. In 2019, we
worked to anchor a way of integrating the Paris Agreement into the property portfolio. Until more specific data
is available, the property portfolio is not part of PFA’s overall environmental report.
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Data and key ratios for
responsible value creation
Data on active ownership
Surveillance, monitoring and screening of companies
On behalf of PFA, Sustainalytics screens our investments and evaluates the progress of the engagement dialogue
with the companies. PFA receives the results of the screening and decides whether the progress of the dialogue
is sufficient. In addition, PFA has entered into engagement dialogues with a number of companies and has ongoing dialogues with external managers about PFA’s policy on responsible investments and active ownership.
In 2019, through Sustainalytics, 29 new cases in PFA’s portfolio were evaluated for potential breaches of the policy. Of these, dialogues were initiated with 25 companies. Overall, there have been dialogues with 55 companies
which have either violated our policy, or where there have been indications of their violation of our policy.

Overview of engagement dialogue via Sustainalytics with companies in PFA’s portfolio
2019

2018

2017

Engagement dialogues with companies where violations of PFA’s policy
on responsible investments and active ownership have been identified

15

18

34

Engagement dialogues with companies where there are indications
of violations of PFA’s policy on responsible investments and active
ownership

40

33

75

Engagement dialogues via Sustainalytics, total by company

55

51

109

Over the course of 2019, Sustainalytics completed 12 cases after it was assessed that the companies were no
longer in violation of PFA’s policy. However, there may be cases where Sustainalytics is still in dialogue with the
company about another case.

Engagement dialogues via Sustainalytics, distributed per topic
Area

Number

Proportion

The environment

27

42 %

Human rights

3

5%

Labour rights

11

17 %

Corruption and business conduct

24

37 %

Total

65

100 %

In 2019, several companies entered dialogues about the issues of both human rights and business conduct.
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Overview of PFA’s direct dialogues with companies
2019

2018

2017

Engagement dialogues with companies where violations of PFA’s
policy on responsible investments and active ownership have
been identified

3

4

7

Engagement dialogues with companies where there are indications of violations of PFA’s policy on responsible investments and
active ownership

9

9

6

12

13

13

PFA’s direct engagement dialogues, total by company

PFA has been in dialogue with Danske Bank, Macquarie, Nykredit, Goldman Sachs, Rio Tinto, Maersk and Johnson & Johnson concerning potential violations of PFA’s responsibility policy. In addition, we have been in
dialogue with Novo Nordisk, FLSmidt and Siemens on topics related to reporting and management structures.
And finally, through our membership of the Nordic Engagement Cooperation, we have been the primary investor in the dialogue with Enbridge, Danone and Johnson & Johnson. Overall, PFA has been in dialogue with 12
companies. The statuses of the dialogues can be found in PFA’s log under Responsible investments at pfa.dk.

Country screenings
PFA screens and analyses investments in foreign government bonds ourselves. This is done based on our country screening model, and the evaluation of countries is discussed by PFA’s Responsible Investment Board. At
the end of 2019, PFA had investments in government bonds in 82 countries. The list of countries invested in,
as well as those excluded, can be found at pfa.dk.

Voting at companies’ AGMs
According to PFA’s guidelines for voting at companies’ AGMs, we prioritise voting at Danish companies’ AGMs.
For foreign companies’ AGMs, we work with an external supplier, Manifesto, who provides analysis and voting recommendations. PFA always decides what to vote at AGMs for foreign companies. Over the course of the
year we evaluated our voting work, including the proportion of foreign companies where we prioritised voting
at the AGM.
In 2019, PFA exercised our voting rights at 36 Danish companies’ AGMs. Foreign companies’ AGMs are analysed
based on an observation list of companies with ESG issues which we are already following. In 2019, invitations
to 62 company AGMs were analysed to assess whether there were items on the agenda which overlapped with
our focus on the company. Voting took place at the 62 AGMs. The votes concerned the topics of corporate governance, human rights, labour rights, the environment and the climate.
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PFA voted at the following Danish companies’ AGMs:
Alm. Brand

A. P. Møller-Mærsk

Bavarian Nordic

Carlsberg

Chr. Hansen

Coloplast

Danske Bank

DFDS

DSV

Djursland Bank

FLSmidth

Fynske Bank

GN Store Nord

Genmab

H+H International

Hvidbjerg Bank

ISS

Jyske Bank

Kreditbanken

Lollands Bank

Møns Bank

NKT

Novo Nordisk

Novozymes

Pandora

Per Årsleff

Rockwool

Skjern Bank

Solar

Sydbank

Tryg

Vestas Wind Systems

Vestjysk Bank

William Demant

Zealand Pharma

Ørsted

PFA voted at the following foreign companies’ AGMs:
ABN Amro Group NV

Exxon Mobil Corp

Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings Ltd

Adidas AG

Facebook Inc

Novartis AG

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd

GlaxoSmithKline plc

Reckitt Benckiser Group plc

Allianz SE

Groupe Danone

Royal Dutch Shell plc

Alphabet Inc

Hiscox Ltd

S&P Global Inc

American Electric Power Company Inc

Hugo Boss AG

Sabre Corp

AstraZeneca plc

Iberdrola SA

Sampo Oyj

BASF SE

ING Groep NV

SAP SE

Bayer AG

Ingersoll-Rand plc

Schneider Electric SE

BlackRock Inc

Johnson & Johnson Inc

Siemens AG

BT Group plc

Kering SA

Tate & Lyle plc

Centene Corporation

Kerry Group plc

Telenor ASA

Chevron Corp

Koninklijke Ahold Delhaize NV

Total SA

Citigroup Inc

Koninklijke Philips NV

TUI AG

Cognizant Technology Solutions Corp

LVMH Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton SE

Unilever NV

Compass Group plc

MasterCard Inc

United Parcel Service Inc

ConocoPhillips

McDonald's Corp

Vodafone Group plc

ConvaTec Group plc

Mondelëz International Inc

Wells Fargo & Co.

CVS Health Corp

Nestlé SA

Willis Towers Watson plc

Dominion Energy Inc

NextEra Energy Inc

Zurich Insurance Group Ltd

Duke Energy Corp

Nordea Bank ABP
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Exclusion
Based on new data from Sustainalytics, in 2019, we identified several companies that were exposed to the production of controversial weapons and had not already been excluded. All 14 companies were excluded from
PFA’s investment universe. In 2019, two companies were also removed from our exclusion list. The exclusion list
is available at pfa.dk, as is the list of companies and countries invested in.

Dialogue and transparency about work on responsible investments
In 2019, engaging in constructive dialogues with various stakeholders on work on responsible investments
remained a priority. This contributed significantly to getting input for improving our processes and focus areas
for responsible investments.
PFA participated in dialogues with and appeared as speakers at the following activities in 2019:
• 8 bilateral meetings with WWF, MS and Ibis Oxfam
• 4 meetings in the Tax Dialogue
• 10 debates on responsible investments at the Democratic Festival (Folkemødet)
• 4 dialogue seminars on responsible investments with journalists, NGOs, PFA’s Customer Board and employees respectively.

Responsible supply chain management
PFA has a Code of Conduct for suppliers and investment partners to ensure that when we invest and cooperate, there will be compliance with our desire for responsible practices. In 2019, we worked to anchor our work
on the Code of Conduct for suppliers and investment partners as a key part of the contracting process. It is
expected that all suppliers sign a statement that they will comply with PFA’s Code of Conduct, and that they
complete a self-evaluation form on which they must answer the questions affirmatively.
At the end of the year, we carried out a sampling of 35 randomised supplier agreements. The sampling showed
that 17 of the 35 suppliers had not signed PFA’s Code of Conduct. There are several reasons for this: 8 of the
17 companies have their own codes of conduct, which are similar to ours. 2 companies are covered by contracts from before we introduced our Code of Conduct, and therefore could not have signed. Of the remaining
7 suppliers, 6 have their own codes of conduct, although these do not cover the same, or cover less, than
PFA’s, which is why we have opened dialogues with these companies. The dialogue has led to the Code of Conduct becoming part of contract renewal with PFA in future.
The randomised sampling provided insight into how self-evaluation, completed by suppliers on entry into
contract, works in practice. It showed that some suppliers lack a focus on integrating corporate responsibility, while other suppliers continue to focus on integrating corporate responsibility and creating sustainable
solutions.
We are using our experience from efforts in this area in 2019 in our ongoing work to centralise our contracting
unit.
PFA’s Code of Conduct is available at pfa.dk.
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Responsible business practice
Whistleblower scheme at PFA
PFA’s whistleblower scheme allows employees, customers and external partners to report matters in a secure
and confidential manner in case of suspicion or knowledge of violations of legislation, fraud, or other dishonest matters which are contrary to PFA’s policies and values.
Reporting can be done confidentially and anonymously by reporting through the whistleblower system via
a link on PFA’s website or intranet. In order to ensure anonymity, the whistleblower scheme is hosted by an
external IT provider. Furthermore, the whistleblower scheme is independent of all other systems at PFA. The
system is tested regularly.
Cases are reported electronically to the chairman of the Group Audit Committee and the Chief Compliance
Officer, or to other members of the Group Audit Committee, who examine the situation closely and report to
the Board of Directors. PFA guarantees that there will be no negative consequences for employees or for relations with external parties who report actual or suspected infringements in good faith.
Every year, employees of the PFA Group complete a mandatory training programme on the use of the whistleblower scheme. The purpose of the training programme is to raise awareness of the scheme among
employees.
In 2019, 0 cases were reported.

Prevention of corruption
In 2019, we continued to work with anti-corruption and the prevention of PFA being associated with corruption, an effort which was launched in 2018.
PFA encourages all employees and external partners to report improper business conduct. This can be done
through our whistleblower scheme. In 2019, we distributed e-learning courses to all PFA’s employees on the
use of our whistleblower scheme. This e-learning course will be sent out once a year going forward.

Money laundering, privacy and compliance with legal requirements
In 2019, PFA continued our efforts to implement the changes to the Danish Act on Measures to Prevent Money
Laundering and Financing of Terrorism, MiFID II, the Insurance Distribution Directive, the General Data Protection Regulation and the pension reform. Compliance with these regulatory requirements is a comprehensive
process which constitutes a significant drain on resources at PFA, as it affects all employees in the Group and
requires changes to both the business and workflows, as well as IT systems.
In 2019, all employees of the PFA Group completed an e-learning course on the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing, as well as on the protection of personal data. These courses will be completed once
a year in future.
In 2019, PFA also obtained criminal records for all employees for which this was deemed to have been required
by law.
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Data and key ratios for society
Committees and networks to promote corporate responsibility
PFA prioritises participation in committees and networks to exchange knowledge and promote our work on
corporate responsibility. In addition to informal dialogue with a variety of actors and stakeholders, we participated in (i.a.) the following ways in 2019:
• Member of the UN Global Compact
• Member of the PRI organisation
• Member of Dansif and Dansif’s board
• Member of the Global Compact Network Denmark
• Member of Insurance & Pension Denmark (IPD)’s SRI working group
• Member of the Danish Chamber of Commerce’s CSR network
• Member of Finance Denmark
• Member of the Danish Green Building Council
• Member of the government’s think tank for a longer and good senior working life
• Member of the Nordic Engagement Cooperation
• Member of the Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change
• Member of the international climate network, CDP
• Member of GRESB
• Participation in the international investors’ association, Climate Action 100+
• Member of Velkommen Hjem (Welcome Home).

Tax accounts for the PFA Group
PFA wants to contribute to increased transparency on tax matters, and we have therefore compiled an overview of the taxes we pay and collect every year. The statement is part of our compliance with the PFA Group’s
tax policy and describes part of PFA’s contribution to society.
Total taxes settled by PFA (DKK million)*
2019

2018

2017

0

0

10**

Payroll tax

157

131

139

Property tax

25

19

21

Non-life insurance tax

7

7

6

Other taxes

1

1

4

6,749

841

3,861

679

616

618

4,765

4,546

4,319

Tax at source and labour market contribution (employees):

421

414

378

VAT

44

94

33

Corporation tax

Pension yield tax
Taxes under the Danish Pension Tax Act:
Tax at source and labour market contribution (pensions):

Total

12,848

6,669

***

9,389***

*Figures are per 31 December 2019 and have been rounded to the nearest whole number. Changes will be made to some of the figures in connection
with the final statement prior to final reporting.
** Adjusted compared to previous publication.
*** As we merged our tax accounts into one table in 2019, the sums for 2018 and 2017 have been adjusted.
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Newly started boarding
school for the intellectually
disabled
Kvie Sø Boarding School is one of the causes for 2020. The
boarding school opened its first class in late summer 2019,
and is the only one of its kind west of the Great Belt. The
boarding school received DKK 50,000 from PFA Brug Livet
Fonden, and was one of the causes that received the most
votes in the internet vote on the year’s causes.
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Support of associations and volunteer work
PFA Brug Livet Fonden
During the year, PFA has cooperated with PFA Brug Livet Fonden’s causes to raise awareness about the causes and their activities. In addition, we have engaged the employees who have helped raise money and create
awareness of the fund.
Mentoring for veterans
Since 2017, PFA has supported and cooperated with the organisation Velkommen Hjem (Welcome Home), which
offers mentoring for returning veterans. Seven managers from PFA make their skills and networks available to
selected returning veterans, with the aim of helping them into civilian jobs, education, or continuing their military careers. In addition to PFA’s support of individual veterans, this allows mentors to work on themselves as
managers by coming face to face with people who have a different work profile than that which PFA is used to.
Working as a mentor has meant that several of PFA’s mentors have established networks with other companies
which also support the Velkommen Hjem organisation.
Partnerships regarding PFA Critical Illness
PFA cooperates with the Danish Cancer Society, the Danish Heart Foundation, the Danish Stroke Association
and the Danish Multiple Sclerosis Society. The cooperation consists of PFA offering a one-year membership
of one of the four organisations to customers who receive payouts from their critical illness insurance in one
of the areas covered by the organisations. The purpose is to ensure that customers are offered support and
guidance from professional experts and patients’ associations. In 2019, 1,623 customers were offered memberships of one of the four associations, and roughly 10 per cent accepted the offer. This is slightly above
the level for 2018, when approximately 7 per cent accepted the offer. The fact that this number is not higher
should probably be seen in light of the fact that we send decision letters via e-Boks, where previously we sent
grant letters by regular post.
Democracy sponsor at Folkemødet, Denmark’s Democratic Festival
For the fifth year in a row, PFA participated at Folkemødet in Bornholm to raise key issues with political Denmark in an informal way. Based on the UN’s Global Goals, a total of 25 debates were held in the PFA tent. We
organised nine debates ourselves at which PFA’s five selected Global Goals were up for debate, focusing on
responsible investments, sustainability, health, senior welfare and technological development. As a socially
relevant and responsible company, we wish to discuss our views on important societal issues with politicians,
business partners, customers, citizens and other stakeholders. This gives us insights which we take home with
us from Bornholm and use in, i.a., our product development. In addition, we offered our stage to selected customers and to PFA Brug Livet Fonden’s causes.
PFA’s press communication leading up to and during Folkemødet reached 18,133,703 readers and earned a PR
score of +66. On social media, we achieved an overall reach (views) of 702,186 in connection with Folkemødet.
Contributions to political parties
Through dialogue with the political environment, we wish to stimulate interest in, and knowledge of, relevant
fields that are particularly significant to the PFA Group and our customers. We do not provide financial contributions to political parties or individual candidates.
Reputation
In recent years, PFA has worked to strengthen our reputation, focusing on the core values: Professional, Fair
and Accountable. This is reflected in the way we want to communicate with customers, stakeholders and journalists. Among other things, this has meant that we have markedly enhanced the profiling of major agendas
where, as a leading pension company, a major investor and holder of a customer base of more than 1.3 million
people, PFA wants to be visible and to contribute actively. This has been crucial to PFA being the pension fund
and financial institution in Denmark which had the best image according to Berlingske Business’ Guld Image
measurement in 2019, where PFA came in at number 26.
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Corporate responsibility is a key area of PFA’s communication. The area is one of the reasons that PFA’s reputation is at a high level, and why PFA is the most frequently mentioned pension company. Intensive work with
communication initiatives is being done within the three areas of focus:
1.

Responsible investments

2.

A healthier working life

3.

A good senior life

Here, we want to contribute by being agenda-setters and by impacting society in a positive direction. We do
this by actively offering stories and writing contributions to the debate in areas where PFA is relevant and
legitimate due to our volume of business and close relationship with our customers.
Due to our financial size, our focus on responsible investments was highly publicised in 2019. PFA therefore
participated in many articles on how we work with the entire field of sustainability in the investment process,
and we made our weight matter by being an active investor. Among other things, it has been widely publicised
that, in the middle of the year, we divested seven companies for failing to live up to our climate requirements,
while another seven companies were placed under enhanced supervision. It also resulted in general publicity
when we attended the UN climate summit in New York in September and gave presentations on how PFA and
the Danish pension industry are supporting sustainable development in the energy sector. PFA’s various acquisitions of green and sustainable bonds have also received attention. It also generated press coverage when,
along with several other pension funds, PFA adopted common tax principles intended to affect tax behaviour
in Denmark and internationally. For PFA, it is important to have a transparent and open approach to communicating the way in which we work with responsible investments. This applies to the way PFA handles press
enquiries, provides transparency on our website, and to the holding of a number of seminars for journalists,
customers and NGOs on PFA’s work in the field in 2019.
We were also active in communicating about a healthier working life. Here, focus was given to the effects
that the increased number of stress cases have had, and to what you can do as an individual and as a company to alleviate stress. In the debate about Danes’ digital habits PFA played a prominent role in the media. In
2019, PFA also put the spotlight on the fact that health is an overlooked means of increasing productivity in
workplaces.
Our focus on a good senior life has become an important driver for PFA’s reputation. We held PFA Senior Days
in Horsens and in Copenhagen in 2019, which was given coverage in local and national media. The launch of
the recommendations of the senior think tank under the Danish Ministry of Employment also attracted attention as Group CEO of PFA, Allan Polack, was a member of the think tank. In addition, the launch of a new senior
advisory concept resulted in a series of mentions, just as there is broad interest in PFA’s commitment to building senior-friendly housing.
Finally, in 2019, PFA Brug Livet Fonden received an extraordinarily high level of media interest as the foundation celebrated its tenth anniversary. The anniversary was marked by an event at PFA, which was covered by several media.

Awards and recognitions
PFA named Digital Pension Company of the Year
The award is presented by FinanceWatch and research agency Wilke who, among other things, highlight PFA’s
work with digital customer solutions, social media, artificial intelligence and robotics.
PFA receives Nordic prize for property investments
Along with Industriens Pension, PFA received an important award for property investments in the Nordic region
at the IPE Real Estate Global Conference and Awards 2019 in Amsterdam. A number of experts and the IPE
organisation are behind the award.
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PFA remains the financial sector’s strongest brand
In 2019, PFA came in at number 26 in Berlingske Business’s annual image survey, thereby maintaining our position as Denmark’s strongest brand in the financial sector.

PFA Invest ends the year on a high
As was the case in 2018, PFA Invest ended the year as Denmark’s best investment fund, according to independent research firm Morningstar.

Environmental accounts for the PFA’s offices in Denmark
CO2 emissions at PFA

CO2 emissions total (tons)
CO2 emissions per employee (tons)

2019

2018

2017

1,666

1,503

1,894

1.25

1.12

1.46

2019

2018

2017

1,919,828

1,665,067

1,979,658

343

297

475

2019

2018

2017

2,956,800

3,155,100

3,201,730

337

360

425

CO2 emissions from electricity

Electricity consumption, kWh
CO2 use from electricity (tons)

*

*CO2 emissions have been calculated using the Carbon Calculator at Climatecompass.dk.

CO2 emissions from district heating

District heating consumption, kWh
CO2 consumption from district heating*

*CO2 emissions have been calculated using the Carbon Calculator at Climatecompass.dk.

Paper consumption
Paper (tons)

CO2 (ton)*

2019

56

148

2018

64

168

2017

62

163

Paper consumption includes copy paper, printed matter and paper for customer letters.
*CO2 emissions have been calculated using the Carbon Calculator at Climatecompass.dk.
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CO2 emissions from cars
Petrol cars

Number of cars

Consumption (litres)

2019

18

28,210

2018

14

14,630

2017

1

5,127

2019

122

185,484

2018

101

130,066

2017

124

196,730

Number of cars

CO2 (ton)*

2019

140

558

2018

115

380

2017

125

544

Diesel cars

Cars, total

*CO2 emissions have been calculated using the Carbon Calculator at Climatecompass.dk.

CO2 emissions from aircraft
Number of flights

Km travelled

CO2 (ton)

2019*

NA

NA

NA

2018

866

660,391

131

2017

427

706,422

147

2019

2018

2017

Electricity

343

297

475

District heating

337

360

425

Flights

NA

131

147

Petrol cars

66

34

12

Diesel cars

492

346

522

41

NA

NA

387

335

313

1,666*

1,503

1,894

* It has not been possible to report on flights in 2019.

CO2 consumption (tons)

Waste disposal
Paper and secondary effects
Total

*The total is not comparable to the previous two years, as flights have not been included in 2019, and CO2 for waste disposal has been added.
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Overview of CO2 emissions, divided into scopes (tons)
2019
Scope 1

558

Scope 2

680

Scope 3

275*

Total
PFA leans on Greenhouse Gas Protocols’ method, in which CO2 reductions are calculated in scopes.
Scope 1 = petrol and diesel consumption, Scope 2 = electricity and district heating consumption, Scope 3 = air travel, waste disposal and derived values
from Scopes 1 and 2.
*Scope 3 is not comparable to last year, as flights have not been included this year.

Reduction of paper consumption
2019

2018

2017

Reduction of letters sent via e-Boks

14,549 kg of paper

16,612 kg of paper

14,461 kg of paper

Reduction of letters put on the portal

755,732 kg of paper

506,038 kg of paper

683,783 kg of paper

Overall reduction of paper in kg

770,281 kg of paper

522,650 kg of paper

698,244 kg of paper

Waste consumption (tons)

Total waste

2019

2018

2017

203

232

323

The amount includes the following types of waste: Combustible waste, cardboard, paper, confidential paper, plastic film, metal, food waste, glass, electronic waste, and mixed waste for sorting.

Environmental report for PFA’s equity portfolio
2019

CO2 emissions

Total CO2

CO2 intensity

PFA’s shares

113 tons of
CO2/USD million

1,935,000 tons of CO2

203 tons of CO2/USD
in turnover

World index

135 tons of
CO2/USD million

2,302,000 tons of CO2

225 tons of CO2/USD
million in turnover

PFA’s shares

124 tons of
CO2/USD million

1,989,000 tons of CO2

198 tons of CO2/USD
million in turnover

World index

145 tons of
CO2/USD million

2,323,000 tons of CO2

218 tons of CO2/USD
million in turnover

2018

Source: PFA uses data and an analysis tool from MSCI ESG to estimate the derived CO2 emissions from the equity portfolio. Data is rounded to the nearest thousand for ’Total CO2’.
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Data and key ratios for customers
In various ways, we are in dialogue with many customers on a variety of topics. The below calculations are
based on the dialogue and contact on specific topics which has been registered at PFA.

Customer enquiries and customer contact

Pension
consultations1

Phone calls to
PFA’s Advisory
Services Centre

Emails to PFA
Advisory Services Centre

Phone calls to
PFA’s Health
Centre3

Total

2019

70,566

221,987

86,619

309,558

688,730

2018

69,642

226,973

291,112

325,727

2017

70,016

229,112

256,229

644,668

NA

2

89,311

1. The figures include customers who received advisory services via courses, telephone, the internet and face-to-face pension consultations.
2. In 2018, the PFA Advisory Services Centre started using a new email system, which is why figures for 2018 cannot be extracted.
3. The figures include calls to PFA’s Health Centre and Claims Centre, as well as enquiries via Falck Healthcare from PFA’s customers.

Complaint cases1 in the Department of Complaints & Customer Satisfaction which have been resolved, broken down by outcome
Partially upheld
(pct.)

Dismissed
(Pct.)

Accommodated
(Pct.)

Upheld
(Pct.)

Dropped
(Pct.)

2019

4

42

24

14

1

2018

4

37

38

17

3

2017

4

46

27

14

3

1. The table only contains resolved complaint cases, e.g. pending complaints are not covered.

Enquiries and proactive Customer Representative cases
Number
complainant

Total

Accommodated

2019

166

2018
2017

Pending

Referred
to complaints
dept.

Dropped

25

12

4

6

0

29

2

4

2

2

31

1

8

6

Upheld

Partially
upheld

Dismissed

87

32

0

198

142

19

138

81

9

In 2014, PFA’s Customer Representative started proactively processing cases. In order to provide an overview of the total number of cases, these have
been included in the statement. The category ‘Dropped’ includes cases where the problem was solved during the normal process, so the customer
stated that no further action should be taken.
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Data and key ratios for employees
– and working conditions

Number of employees
2019

2018

2017

Number of employees (average number of full-time
employees)

1,323

1,337

1,296

Staff turnover, pct.

14.0

14.0

16.0

Seniority

Age

Men

7.4

44.0

Women

8.7

44.0

Employees (men and women)

8.0

44.0

2019

2018

2017

7

8

9

2019

2018

2017

3.3

3.2

3.2

2019

2018

2017

9

8

7

Seniority and age in 2019

The above figures are exclusive of student assistants. At the end of 2019, PFA employed 101 student assistants.

Employees in flex jobs

Number in flex jobs

Sickness absence

Sickness absence (per cent)

Work-related accidents

Number of work-related accidents

PFA has a working environment organisation whose purpose is to help create a safe and healthy working environment at PFA. The figures are based on
reports that PFA has made to the Danish Working Environment Authority.
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Commitment
PFA’s engagement
survey 2019

PFA’s engagement
survey 2018

PFA’s engagement
survey 2017

5.9

5.9

6.0

PFA compared to the finance
and insurance sector**

5.8 / 5.2

5.8 / 5.3

5.9 / 5.6

Would recommend that
others apply for jobs at PFA

6.0

5.8

6.0

Employee engagement*

* PFA’s engagement survey is based on a scale of 1–7, where 7 is the best.
** PFA’s engagement survey is compared to Enalyzer’s industry benchmark from the Danish finance and insurance industry. In 2019, 19 out of 40
questions in PFA’s engagement survey could be benchmarked against the industry, which is why only the total score for these questions has been used
in the industry comparison.

Women in PFA’s management and PFA’s Customer Board
2019

2018

2017

Men

Women

Proportion of
women,
per cent

Directors/vice
presidents

14

3

18

13

4

24

15

4

34

Senior
managers

38

17

31

33

16

33

37

19

21

Managers

43

36

46

41

35

46

45

31

41

Total

95

56

37

87

55

39

97

54

36

Men

Women

Proportion of
women,
per cent

Men

Women

Proportion of
women,
per cent

PFA’s Executive Board
At the end of 2019, PFA’s Executive Board was composed of 4 men and 0 women.
PFA’s Customer Board
PFA’s Customer Board has 75 members, 3 of which were vacant at the end of 2019. 29 members were women.
This corresponds to a proportion of women of 40 per cent.
PFA’s Senior Customer Board
PFA’s Senior Customer Board has 10 members, of whom 5 are women. This corresponds to a proportion of
women of 50 per cent.
PFA’s targets and policy for the gender proportions in boards
Most recently, in June 2019, PFA updated our targets for the Board of Directors and our policy for the gender
composition of managers.
The objective for the gender distribution for boards with three members has been set to 33.33/66.67 per cent.
For boards with four members, this is 25/75 per cent, and for boards with more than four members, except
for the Boards of Directors of PFA Holding and PFA Pension, it is 40/60 per cent. The target for the gender
distribution on the Boards of Directors of PFA Holding and PFA Pension is 25/75 per cent. The boards of the
respective legal entities desire an equal distribution of women and men at the board level, in line with the set
targets which, along with other qualifications, are in focus when finding board candidates.
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The Boards of Directors of PFA Holding and PFA Pension
As of 31 December 2018, the gender distribution on the Boards of Directors of PFA Holding and PFA Pension,
which are identical, stood at 21/79 per cent, and the target had thus not been met. PFA’s ownership structure
and the resulting procedure for the election of board members for PFA Holding only allow gradual change to
the gender composition over the years. At the employee election which was held in 2019, 2 out of 5 employee-elected board members were women, so as of 31 December 2019, the board consists of 15 members,
including employee-elected board members, of whom three are women, representing a gender distribution of
20/80 per cent. The target figure has thus not been met as of the end of 2019.

Boards with three members
For boards with three members, which includes the boards of some of the Group’s property companies, the
target was met at the end of the year, as the gender distribution was 33/67.67 per cent in these companies.

Boards with four members
For boards with four members, which includes the boards of some of the Group’s property companies and PFA
Bank, the target was met at the end of 2019, as the gender distribution was 25/75 per cent.

Boards with more than four members
For boards with more than four members, which includes the board of PFA Asset Management, the target figure was not met at the end of 2019, as the gender distribution was 0/100 per cent. When a female board
member resigned from the board of PFA Asset Management in 2017, the best-qualified new candidate for the
board was a man, whereby the gender distribution became 0/100 per cent. In 2019 there was a change on the
board, as the Group CEO of the PFA Group resigned and a new Group CIO joined. As the Group CIO is a man,
the gender distribution remains unchanged at 0/100 per cent.
Read more about PFA’s targets for increasing the proportion of the underrepresented gender on boards and in
PFA’s management at pfa.dk.
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Group structure
Group chart as at 31 December 2019

PFA-Fonden

Other shareholders

34-49 %

PFA Brug Livet Fonden

50-66 %

PFA Holding A/S

PFA Pension,
forsikringsaktieselskab

PFA Bank A/S

PFA Asset
Management A/S

67-89 %

PFA Europe Real
Estate High A/S

PFA DK
Boliger Lav A/S

PFA DK
Ejendomme Lav A/S

(incl. 5 subsidiaries)

(incl. 35 subsidiaries)

(incl. 2 subsidiaries)

PFA Europe Real
Estate Medium A/S

PFA DK
Boliger Høj A/S

PFA DK
Ejendomme Høj A/S

(incl. 1 subsidiary)

PFA Europe Real
Estate Low A/S

25-33 %

(incl. 6 subsidiaries)

PFA Sommerhuse
ApS

PFA Kollegier
ApS

(incl. 14 subsidiaries)

PFA DK Core
Erhverv I K/S

PFA Kapitalforening*

PFA Infrastruktur
Holding ApS

PFA Barnaby P/S

PFA Ophelia
Invest CO
I 2018 K/S

PFA Barnaby
Komplementar
ApS

PFA Ophelia
Invest CO
I 2018 GP ApS

(incl. 11 subsidiaries)

Anpartsselskabet
af
28. februar 2018
GP

PFA Investment
Fund

Investeringsforeningen
PFA Invest

PFA US Real
Estate Medium P/S
(incl. 2 subsidiaries)

Komplementarselskabet
PFA US Real
Estate Medium ApS

Equity interest is 100 % unless otherwise stated
*PFA Pension is not the sole investor in PFA Kapitalforening

PFA’s history dates back to 1917. The share capital of the parent company PFA Holding amounts to DKK 1 million, and the annual dividend distributable by the company is limited to a maximum of 5 per cent of the share
capital, corresponding to DKK 50,000. This way, the ownership structure supports PFA’s objective to create the
greatest possible value for its customers.
The shareholders of PFA Holding are PFA-Fonden and other shareholders, which primarily comprise the founding organisations from 1917, whose members and employees for the most part are customers with PFA.

In 2019, the most significant adjustments for the PFA Group were as follows:
PFA US Holding, LLC and PFA US Reit, Inc. have been wound up on 29 January and 2 April 2019 respectively, and
the investments herein have been moved to a more suitable placement in the group structure.
PFA Pension has discontinued the investments in Kapitalforeningen Bankpension Obligationer, Kapitalforeningen Bankpension Emerging Markets Aktier and Kapitalforeningen Bankpension Aktier.
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This CR Report concerns the PFA Group and comprises the following companies/legal entities:
• PFA Holding A/S (parent company)
• PFA Pension, forsikringsaktieselskab
• PFA Asset Management A/S
• PFA Bank PFA DK Boliger Høj A/S
• PFA Europe Real Estate Medium A/S and subsidiary
• PFA Europe Real Estate High A/S and subsidiaries
• PFA Europe Real Estate Low A/S and subsidiaries
• PFA US Real Estate Medium P/S and related general partner and subsidiaries
• PFA U.S. REIT, Inc. (wound up as at 2 April 2019)
• PFA Sommerhuse ApS
• PFA Kollegier ApS
• PFA Infrastruktur Holding ApS and subsidiaries
• PFA U.S. Holding, LLC (wound up as at 29 January 2019)
• PFA Barnaby P/S and related general partner
• PFA Ophelia Invest CO I 2018 K/S and related general partner
• PFA DK Core Erhverv I K/S and related general partner
• Kapitalforeningen Bankpension Aktier (PFA Pension withdrew as investor as at 28 February 2019)
• Kapitalforeningen Bankpension Emerging Markets Aktier (wound up as at 23 October 2019)
• Kapitalforeningen Bankpension Obligationer (wound up as at 16 August 2019)
• PFA Kapitalforening.

PFA’s business model
PFA was founded by employers’ and employees’ organisations with the purpose of ensuring financial security for the employees and their families when they became too old to work, became unable to work or changed
jobs. Therefore, the owners chose to waive their share of the profit PFA generates to ensure that as much
as possible of PFA’s profit was distributed to the customers. This continues to be the case today, where customers receive a part of PFA’s profit through PFA CustomerCapital. In addition to this, PFA generates value
for its customers through professional advisory services, flexible insurance plans and active investment of
the savings, which make use of PFA’s professional investment expertise and economies of scale to generate
favourable risk-adjusted returns at low costs.
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A nutritious meal in
a difficult time
Det Kærlige Måltid is one of the Causes of the Year for
2020. Young adults volunteer to meet and cook food which
other volunteers deliver to families affected by serious illness in Aarhus. Recently, Det Kærlige Måltid has begun to
involve disadvantaged young adults in their kitchen, helping
both those who cook and those who eat the meal.
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